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CROSS SECTION AND PANEL DATA ESTIMATORS FOR
NONSEPARABLE MODELS WITH ENDOGENOUS REGRESSORS

BY JOSEPH G. ALTONJI AND ROSA L. MATZKIN1

We propose two new methods for estimating models with nonseparable errors and
endogenous regressors. The first method estimates a local average response. One es-
timates the response of the conditional mean of the dependent variable to a change
in the explanatory variable while conditioning on an external variable and then un-
does the conditioning. The second method estimates the nonseparable function and
the joint distribution of the observable and unobservable explanatory variables. An ex-
ternal variable is used to impose an equality restriction, at two points of support, on the
conditional distribution of the unobservable random term given the regressor and the
external variable. Our methods apply to cross sections, but our lead examples involve
panel data cases in which the choice of the external variable is guided by the assump-
tion that the distribution of the unobservable variables is exchangeable in the values of
the endogenous variable for members of a group.

KEYWORDS: Nonseparable models, endogeneity, panel data, exchangeability, non-
additivity, nonparametric.

1. INTRODUCTION

IN THIS PAPER we develop two estimators for models with nonseparable un-
observable errors and endogenous explanatory variables. The methods cover a
wide range of models, including binary choice models. They can be applied in
both cross section and panel data situations, but we take panel data as our lead
case.

The class of panel data models to which our method applies can be written
as

yik =m(xik� νi�ηik) (i= 1� � � � �N; k= 1� � � � �Ki),(1.1)

where yik is an outcome of member k from group i, xik is a 1 × L1 vector
of observed variables, νi is an unobservable error vector that is common to
group i� ηik is an error vector that is specific to member k of group i, N is
the number of groups, and Ki is the number of observations in group i� which

1We are grateful to the co-editor and three anonymous referees for their insightful
comments and suggestions. We also thank the Institute for Policy Research, Northwest-
ern University, and the National Science Foundation (SBR-9512009 (Altonji), SBR-9410182,
SES-0241858, and BCS-0433990 (Matzkin)) for research support, Elie Tamer for excellent re-
search assistance, and Patrik Guggenberger, Seik Kim, Jeb Willenbring, Kyungchul Song, and
participants in seminars at Northwestern University (May 1997), UCLA (November 1997),
UC-Berkeley (November 1997), University of Chicago (April 1998), University of San Andrés
(July 1998), Di Tella University (August 2000), CEMFI (March 2002), and the NSF conference
on Semiparametric and Nonparametric Methods (October 1998), among others, for many helpful
comments. Several earlier drafts of this paper were titled “Panel Data Estimators for Nonsepa-
rable Models with Endogenous Regressors.”
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is assumed to be small and fixed. In some applications, the “group” might be
a family. In others, it might be a neighborhood, a school, or a firm. In panel
data, i might refer to an individual and k to the time period. The function
m(·� ·)may be nonseparable in xik, νi, and ηik and may be either continuous or
attain discrete values. The index kmay be an element of xik, which means that
the effect of the elements of (νi� ηik) may depend on sibling order in a family
context or age or the time period in a panel context. The variable xik may be
correlated with νi and perhaps also with ηik� In cross section cases, Ki = 1 and
the k subscript is superfluous. We let ε= (ν�η)� Then, for cross section data,
the model is

y =m(x�ε)�(1.2)

where ε and x are not independently distributed.
To give an example in a panel data context, consider Aaronson’s (1998)

analysis of the effects of neighborhood characteristics on college attendance.
In this case i denotes a family and k a specific child. The outcome yik is 1 if per-
son ik started college and 0 otherwise, and xik is average neighborhood income
while person ikwas between the ages of 10 and 16. (We abstract from other ele-
ments of xik to simplify the exposition.) Aaronson’s objective is to estimate the
expected value of the partial derivative of the probability of attending college
with respect to neighborhood income, holding the distribution f (νi�ηik|xik)
constant. We call this derivative the local average response, and denote it
by β(xik). The major econometric difficulty in estimating β(xik) arises from
the fact that neighborhood income, xik, is likely to be correlated with unob-
served characteristics of families who are clustered in the same neighborhood.

Aaronson addresses the endogeneity problem by comparing the schooling
outcomes of siblings who grew up in different neighborhoods. He makes the
standard assumption that the error is of the form νi +ηik and he assumes that
most family background characteristics are the same for siblings conditional on
observables such as family income and marital status. He uses the linear prob-
ability model with family fixed effects and the conditional likelihood approach
for the fixed effects Logit model proposed by Chamberlain (1980, 1984). Many
other authors have used one or both of these methods in other contexts. The
linear probability model is biased in almost all circumstances. Chamberlain’s
estimator does not estimate the parameter of interest (the population mean
at a particular value of xik of the effect of xik on the mean of y) and does
not use information on groups (e.g., siblings) in which all members have the
same value for yik. Our first estimator, the Local Average Response (LAR) es-
timator, identifies the parameter of interest and uses data on all groups, even
groups for which xik is observed for more than one member but yik is observed
for only 1 member.

To give a second panel data example to which our model applies, consider
the model

yik =m(xik� νi�ηik)= xikβ1 +H(xik� νi�ηik)+ νi +ηik�(1.3)
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where E(νi|xik) �= 0 and H is differentiable. For example, yik might be log
earnings of a child k from family i, xik might be years of schooling, νi might
be unobserved parental characteristics that influence earnings and years of ed-
ucation, and H(xik� νi�ηik) might capture dependence of the value of a year
of school on unobserved parental and child characteristics. The parameters of
interest might be β(xik)� which in this example is the marginal effect of educa-
tion on earnings evaluated at the distribution of the unobservables for a given
value of education, or the functionm(xik� νi�ηik) and the density f (ηik� νi|xik)�
There is a huge literature that assumes that H(xik� νi�ηik) is 0 and deals with
the correlation between νi and xik by controlling for νi with a group specific in-
tercept. However, these “fixed effects” estimators cannot be used when H �= 0
and the impact of xik on yik depends on νi. Alternatives in the literature require
strong assumptions about the form ofH and the distributions of the unobserv-
able terms.

We propose two estimators for these problems as well as for a wide class of
other cross section and panel data models involving nonseparable unobserv-
able terms and endogenous regressors. The estimators are very different, but
both are based on a conditional density restriction

f (η�ν|x′� z′)= f (η�ν|x′′� z′′)(1.4)

for specific values (x′� z′) and (x′′� z′′) of the vector of conditioning vari-
ables (x� z)� In the case of our Local Average Response estimator, (1.4) spe-
cializes to the assumption that (η� ν) is independent of x conditional on z.
Hence, equation (1.4) is required to hold over all values (x′� z′) and (x′′� z′′)
for which z′ = z′′ and x′ �= x′′� The estimator is based on the conditional expec-
tation function, E(y|x�z)�The basic idea is to use observations on (y�x� z) to
first estimate the derivative of the expectation of y with respect to x holding z
constant. Because of conditional independence, holding z constant holds the
distribution of the unobservable term constant. One then undoes the effect of
the conditioning on z by integrating Ex(y|x�z) over an estimate of the distri-
bution of z given x. To avoid problems associated with small denominators,
we use a random trimming function. To study the asymptotic properties of our
estimator, we develop a general result that incorporates random trimming into
the Delta method result of Newey (1994). Our analysis builds on an extensive
literature on estimation of average derivatives in the case of exogenous regres-
sors, including the key papers by Stoker (1986) and Powell, Stock, and Stoker
(1989). (See also Hardle and Stoker (1989) and Stoker (1991).)

Our second estimator is concerned with the structural function m(x�ν�η)
and the probability density f (η�ν|x)� We call it the Structural Function and
Distribution (SFD) estimator. It requires the conditional density restriction
f (η�ν|x′� z′)= f (η�ν|x′′� z′′) to hold for x′′ = x� where x is a particular value
in the support of x� and for at least one value of the vector (z′� z′′)� The value of
the vector (z′� z′′)may be different for different values of x� This estimator also
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requires that m(x�ν�η) is of the form m(x�e), where e is scalar and m(x�e) is
strictly monotone in e. The strict monotonicity assumption rules out qualitative
choice models and censoring but covers many other models that take on the
form of (1.1) or (1.2). We show that m(x�e) and f (e|x) are identified from
the joint distribution of y�x, and z. With knowledge of m(x�e) and f (e|x)
one can estimate the local average response β(x) as well as other parameters
that summarize the behavior of the response of y to a change in x. The basic
intuition underlying our SFD estimator is as follows. The strict monotonicity of
the nonseparable function in the unobservable random term, together with the
restriction on the conditional density, implies a functional equation involving
only the conditional distribution of the dependent variable, y� given (x� z)�
and the value of the function m� at two points. Using a normalization for the
value of m at the value, x� of x� one can solve this functional equation for the
function m at all the other values of x�

Applied researchers will be wondering from where the prior knowledge
about the values of (x� z) that satisfy the conditional density restriction (1.4)
comes. It is this that led us to pay special attention to settings in which
panel data are available, or at least observations on xik (k = 1� � � � �K) and
an observation on y for at least one member of group i are available. The
identification strategy in a huge empirical literature uses within group varia-
tion in explanatory variables in combination with fixed effects methods and
closely related instrumental variables strategies. The wide use of panel data
is motivated in part by the difficulty of finding convincing instrumental vari-
ables and a prior belief that the most serious sources of endogeneity stem
from cross group differences, even though the exogeneity of within group varia-
tion can also be problematic. Because fixed effects estimation strategies break
down in nonseparable models except in special cases, we explore the benefit
for identification of prior information that the distribution of (ηik� νi) condi-
tional on xi1� � � � � xiK is exchangeable in xi1� � � � � xiK� By “exchangeable” we
mean that f (ηik� νi|xi1� � � � � xiK) does not depend on the order in which the
xik are entered into the function. In neighborhood and sibling applications
the assumption that the value of f (ηik� νi|xi1� � � � � xiK) is the same regard-
less of the order in which the xik are entered into the function is a natural
one provided that the elements of xik are measured at the same age for each
child and/or age is an element of xik.2 Exchangeability directly provides sets of

2A few examples of applications in which the exchangeability assumption is at least worth
entertaining and to which our estimators apply include the use of sister pairs to analyze the effects
of teenage pregnancy on future poverty, welfare participation, and marriage (Geronimus and
Korenman (1992)), the use of children from the same high school to isolate the effects of family
background on educational attainment, the use of siblings to study the effects of neighborhood
characteristics on high school graduation (Aaronson (1998)) or the effects of the U.S. pre-school
program Head Start on various outcomes (Currie and Thomas (1995)), the use of siblings to
study transfers of time and money to and from parents (Altonji, Hayashi, and Kotlikoff (2000),
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(x′� z′�x′′� z′′) that satisfy the condition f (η�ν|x′� z′) = f (η�ν|x′′� z′′). For ex-
ample, when K = 2, exchangeability implies this condition when x′ = z′′ = xi1
and x′′ = z′ = xi2.

For our Local Average Response estimator, we make use of the fact that
exchangeability implies that the vector of external variables, z, must consist of
symmetric functions of xi1� � � � � xiK , such as

∑
k xik. However, exchangeability

alone is not sufficient for nonparametric identification of β(xik) using this es-
timator. Consequently, we discuss additional restrictions that may be used in
conjunction with exchangeability to achieve identification. For our Structural
Function and Distribution estimator, we show that exchangeability alone does
provide a restriction that allows one to nonparametrically identify the functions
m(xik� eik) and f (eik|xik), where eik is a function of νi and ηik� From these, one
can calculate other objects of interest, such as β(xik).

Most work on qualitative response models is restricted to specifications ofm
that take on the linear index form with an additively separable unobservable
term as in3

m(xik� νi�ηik)= 1(xikΓ + νi +ηik)�(1.5)

Manski (1987) provides a way to consistently estimate Γ up to scale under
more general assumptions than the conditional logit. He places no restrictions
on the distribution of νi and assumes that the distribution of ηi1|νi� xi1�xi2 is
the same as the distribution of ηi2|νi� xi1�xi2. In contrast to Manski’s estimator,
our approach requires a priori information about the distribution of νi|xi1�xi2.
However, it permits us to estimate the partial effect of xik on the probability
that yik is 1 as well as the parameter vector Γ up to scale. Furthermore, our
first estimator can handle qualitative choice models in which xik and the unob-
servable components interact in arbitrary ways while the other approaches in
the literature cannot.

The fixed effects logit and the fixed effects probit estimators may be thought
of as parametric “fixed effects” approaches.4 In addition, Chamberlain (1984)
discusses and applies parametric random effects approaches that may be used

Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1994a, 1994b), and the use of panel data on individuals to study the
effects of minimum wages on employment (Currie and Fallick (1996)).

3The most common method in empirical studies is the linear probability model with fixed
effects, which forces one to maintain that the probability of y is the sum of νi and a function of xik.
The fixed effects probit model is sometimes used to estimate Γ up to scale. It is inconsistent when
the group size is fixed, but Heckman (1981) provides Monte Carlo evidence suggesting that the
bias is small when K is on the order of 10. Heckman and MaCurdy (1980) apply this estimator
as well as the fixed effects Tobit estimator to the analysis of life cycle labor supply. Note that one
can recover an estimate of the partial effect of xik on the probability that yik is 1 from the probit
coefficients and the distribution of νi given xik. However, the MLE estimates of νi are unbounded
when y is the same for all group members, so one cannot obtain an estimate of the distribution
of νi|xik without making assumptions about this distribution.

4Early papers are Rasch (1960) and Anderson (1970).
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to estimate Γ up to scale in (1.5) and to recover the local average response of y
to x. The main disadvantages of this approach relative to ours is that it requires
the assumptions that ηik and νi possess specified parametric distributions, con-
ditional on xi1� � � � � xiK� and are additively separable from xik inm(xik� νi�ηik)�
as in (1.5).

In the case of continuous variables, the incidental parameters problem lim-
its the applicability of parametric “fixed effects” approaches for models such
as (1.3). In special cases, parametric random effects approaches may be avail-
able. GMM is often used to estimate the parameters of nonseparable models
and it may be possible in some cases to estimate elements of β1 in (1.3) or some
parameters ofH(xik� νi�ηik) when that function is parametric. However, there
are many cases in which this method cannot be used to estimate the partial
effect of xik on the mean of yik.

The theoretical literature on estimating nonseparable models when the re-
gressors are correlated with the unobservable term is small, particularly in
the panel data case. A recent paper by Abrevaya (2000) deals with a semi-
parametric generalized regression model where the dependent variable is a
nonseparable function of a linear index of the observable explanatory vari-
ables, a fixed effect, and an unobservable independent random variable whose
value varies across time. Das (2001) restricts the nonseparable function to be
monotone in the correlated unobservable random term and shows that the pa-
rameter vector in the index can then be identified. The approaches of Abrevaya
and Das permit estimation of slope parameters up to scale but, in contrast to
our approaches, do not permit estimation of the local average effect of xik
on yik.

Since the 1997 draft of our paper was circulated, a few additional papers
have appeared on estimation of nonseparable models with endogenous re-
gressors, which are related to the estimators proposed in this paper. Blundell
and Powell (2004) consider nonparametric estimation of semiparametric bi-
nary response models with endogenous regressors using a control function
approach, where the residuals of a first stage estimation relating the endoge-
nous regressor to an instrument are included as an additional regressor in the
binary response model. Chesher (2001, 2002a, 2002b) and Imbens and Newey
(2001) consider triangular systems of equations with nonseparable random
terms and endogenous observable explanatory variables. They require strict
monotonicity of the function of interest on the unobservable random term,
as we do for our SFD estimator, but their identification analysis is different
than ours. Chesher focuses on using a local independence condition between
an external observable variable and the unobservable in the model and derives
conditions under which the derivatives of the structural function are locally
identified. Imbens and Newey control the estimation of the function using a
first stage estimated residual, which is calculated using an external variable that
is independent of the unobservable in the model. Chernozhukov and Hansen
(2005) also use strict monotonicity in the unobservable and an external variable
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similar to that used in Imbens and Newey (2001). Ai and Chen (2003) is an-
other recent paper that can be used to estimate nonseparable models with en-
dogenous explanatory variables, when the function is strictly increasing in the
unobservable variable. They consider the semiparametric and nonparametric
estimation of unknown functions that can be identified (and estimated) using
conditional moment restrictions. Other works that have considered identifica-
tion and estimation of models with nonseparable functions are Roehrig (1988),
Matzkin (1991), Brown and Matzkin (1996), Olley and Pakes (1996), Briesch,
Chintagunta, and Matzkin (1997), Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001), Altonji
and Ichimura (2000), Vytlacil (2000), Bajari and Benkard (2001), Hong and
Shum (2001), Athey and Imbens (2002), Heckman, Matzkin, and Nesheim
(2002), and Matzkin (2004). Blundell and Powell (2003) provide a partial
survey.

The conditional independence condition between x and ε, given an ob-
servable external variable z� which we use for our LAR estimator, is used
in Matzkin (2003) to estimate a nonparametric function m(x�ε)� which is
strictly increasing in ε� The results in Matzkin (2003) do not apply to cate-
gorical response models or to censored models, as our LAR estimator does,
nor does Matzkin (2003) present any results about average derivatives. Also,
no guidance is given in that paper regarding how to find an external variable z
that satisfies the conditional independence condition. Our SFD estimator dif-
fers from that in Matzkin (2003) in that our SFD estimator requires only an
equality condition between the conditional distribution of ε at (x′� z′) and the
conditional distribution of ε at (x′′� z′′)� where (x′� z′) and (x′′� z′′) are two
different values of (x� z). In addition, Matzkin (2003) does not provide an es-
timator for the conditional distribution of ε given x, while we do.

A word about classes of models that are not considered in this paper. Neither
estimator deals with dynamics in the model, which are addressed in recent pa-
pers by Honoré and Kyriazidou (2000), Honoré and Hu (2002), and Hu (2002).
Our LAR estimator can be used to estimate marginal effects of x on observed y
in a censored regression model but neither can be used to study effects on a
latent y . Nor do we consider sample selection models in the paper.5

The paper continues in Section 2, where we consider a constructive method
of identifying β(x)� In Section 3 we present a nonparametric estimator for
β(x) and analyze its asymptotic properties. In Section 4 we consider the iden-
tification of the structural function m(x�ν�η) and the distribution of (x� ν�η)�
Nonparametric estimators for these are presented in Section 5, together with

5Honore (1992) provides a fixed effects estimator for the limited dependent variables case.
Kyriazidou (1997) uses an exchangeability assumption that is similar to ours in her semipara-
metric work on panel data sample selection models. The approaches in both of these papers are
based on differencing the observations in clever ways and are quite distinct from our approaches.
Altonji and Ichimura (2000) provide a nonparametric estimator for the local average derivative
of the latent variable in nonseparable limited dependent variables models, with and without en-
dogenous variables.
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their asymptotic properties. In Section 6 we provide some concluding re-
marks.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE LOCAL AVERAGE RESPONSE

2.1. Definition and Identification

In this section, we present a constructive way of identifying β(x), the partial
effect of x on the expected value of y holding the unobservable distribution
f (ε|x) fixed, in the model y =m(x�ε)� In a panel data context, x is xik� y is yik�
and ε≡ (νi�ηik)� When m(x�ε) is differentiable in x� β(x) may be written as6

β(x)=
∫

[mx(x�ε)]f (ε|x)dε�(2.1)

In the binary choice case, m is not differentiable and one cannot write β(x) in
this way. In this case,

y =m(x�ε)= 1[Ψ(x�ε) > 0]�
where the function 1[·] is 1 if the expression inside [·] is true and 0 if it is false.
Partition ε into one of its elements εa and the rest of its elements εb� Then
β(x) may be written as

β(x)=
∫ −dεmin(x�εb)

dx
f
(
(εamin(x�εb)� εb)|x

)
dεb�(2.2)

where εamin(x�εb) is implicitly defined by Ψ(x� (εa� εb))= 0, and we are as-
suming that Ψ(x� (εa� εb)) is differentiable in x and εa�7 Suppose there exists
a vector z that satisfies the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION 2.1: f (ε|x�z)= f (ε|z)�
Identification of β(x) is based on the conditional expectation function

E(y|x�z). When m(x�ε) is differentiable in x and x is continuously distrib-
uted, β(x) is

β(x)=
∫
mx(x�ε)f (ε|x)dε(2.3)

=
∫ ∫

mx(x�ε)f (ε|x�z)f (z|x)dz dε�

6Throughout the paper, the use of function arguments as subscripts to functions denotes par-
tial derivatives.

7Strictly to simplify the notation needed to define β(x) in the binary choice case, (2.2) also
assumes that Ψ(x� (εa�εb)) is monotone in εa.
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From Assumption 2.1, fx(ε|x�z) = 0, which implies that, if E[|mx(x�ε)||
x�z]<∞ and mx(x�ε) is continuous in (x�ε), β(x) may be written as

β(x)=
∫
Ex(y|x�z)f (z|x)dz�(2.4)

In the binary choice case a similar line of reasoning also leads from (2.2)
to (2.4) with

Ex(y|x�z)=
∫
εb

−dεmin(x�εb)

dx
f
(
(εamin(x�εb)� εb)|x�z

)
dεb�

Equation (2.4) forms the basis of our LAR nonparametric estimator, de-
fined in the next section, but it can also be used to estimate β(x) under either
parametric or semiparametric assumptions on E(y|x�z) and f (z|x)� The idea
behind the identification of β(x) is very straightforward. First, calculate the
partial effect of x on the expectation of y holding z constant. Holding z con-
stant holds the distribution of unobservables constant. Second, use f (z|x)
to recover β(x) from Ex(y|x�z) by integrating out z� The conditional den-
sity f (z|x) can be estimated from observations on z and x� Thus the key re-
quirement, in addition to the condition in Assumption 2.1, is that Ex(y|x�z)
is identified conditional on prior information about how x and z enter the
expectation function. The derivative of the expectation function is identified
nonparametrically at a given value of x only if x varies conditional on z for val-
ues of x and z for which the conditional density f (z|x) is positive, as implied
by the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION 2.2: If f (x� z) > 0 then f (x′� z) > 0 for all x′ in a neighborhood
of x.

In Section 3 we provide the asymptotic distribution theory for a nonpara-
metric approach in which kernel estimators of Ex(y|x�z) and f (z|x) are used.

In some cases, we might be interested in finite changes rather than infinites-
simal ones. Suppose that the object of interest is

β(x′′�x′)=
∫

[m(x′′� ε)−m(x′� ε)]f (ε|x′)dε�

where x′′ and x′ are two particular values of x� By Assumption 2.1 it follows
that

E(y|x′′� z)−E(y|x′� z)=
∫

[m(x′′� ε)−m(x′� ε)]f (ε|x′� z)dε

since f (ε|x′′� z)= f (ε|x′� z)� Hence,

β(x′′�x′)=
∫
z

[E(y|x′′� z)−E(y|x′� z)]f (z|x′)dz�(2.5)
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2.2. Exchangeability, Choice of z, and Identification

In this section we explore the implications of exchangeability for the choice
of z and identification of Ex(y|x�z). For clarity we make subscripts explicit. By
“exchangeable” we mean f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) does not depend on the order in
which the xik are entered into the function f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK):

ASSUMPTION 2.3: f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) = f (εik|xik1�xik2� � � � � xikK) for kj ∈
{1�2� � � � �K}�kj �= kj′ .

That is, for any εik, f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) is a symmetric function of xi1� � � � � xiK ,
which in our context means the function is invariant to permutations of the
xi1� � � � � xiK .8 In neighborhood and sibling applications the exchangeability as-
sumption is a natural one provided that the elements of xik are measured at
the same age for each child and/or age is an element of xik� Note that un-
der Assumption 2.3 the distributions of both ηik and νi may depend on xik, in
contrast to some panel data models in which only the common unobservable
component νi depends on xik. The distinction between the elements of ηik and
the elements of νi in εik plays no essential role in our paper. We maintain it at
times to ease comparisons to the literature.

It is obvious that Assumption 2.3 implies that without loss of generality
we can write f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) as f (εik|z1

i � � � � � z
L2
i ), where z1

i � � � � � z
L2
i are ex-

changeable, possibly vector-valued functions z1(xi1� � � � � xiK)� z
2(xi1� � � � � xiK)�

� � � � zL2(xi1� � � � � xiK) of (xi1� � � � � xiK). Let zi be the vector (z1
i � � � � � z

L2
i ) for

group i. What might the zi functions be? Consider the case in which xik is
a scalar. The fundamental theorem of symmetric functions states that any sym-
metric polynomial function of (xi1� � � � � xiK) may be written as a polynomial
function of the elementary symmetric functions ze1� � � � � zeK of (xi1� � � � � xiK)�9
Using this theorem in conjunction with the Weierstrass approximation theorem
one may prove that if f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) is continuous and exchangeable in
xi1� � � � � xiK , then it can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a function of
the form f (εik|ze1

i � � � � � z
eK
i )� (The support of xi1� � � � � xiK must be compact.10)

8A sufficient condition for Assumption 2.3 is that the joint density of (εik�xi1� � � � � xiK) and the
marginal density of (xi1�xi2� � � � � xiK) are both exchangeable in (xi1�xi2� � � � � xiK). However, it is
easy to show using an example in which (εik�xi1� � � � � xiK) is jointly normal that f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)
can be exchangeable in (xi1�xi2� � � � � xiK) even if the joint density and the marginal density are
not. See de Finetti (1975, Chapter 11) for a brief introduction to the concept of exchangeabil-
ity.

9There are five other popular bases for the symmetric polynomials. For example, any symmet-
ric polynomial in (xi1� � � � � xik� � � � � xiK) may be written as a polynomial in the power functions∑

k(xik),
∑

k(xik)
2� � � � �

∑
k(xik)

K� See MacDonald (1995, Chapter 1.2). Weyl (1939, p. 39) pro-
vides a basis that is a generalization of the elementary symmetric functions for the case in which
xik is a vector.

10From the Weierstrass theorem one may find a function f p(εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) that is a
polynomial in xi1� � � � � xiK over a compact set with the property that the maximum of
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The jth elementary symmetric function is the sum of all products of j dis-
tinct variables xij� with z

ej
i = ∑

k1<k2<···<kj xik1xik2 · · ·xikj for j = 1� � � � �K� This
implies that when K is 2, for example, the elementary symmetric functions
z
e1
i (xi1�x2) = xi1 + xi2 and ze2

i (xi1�x2) = xi1xi2 satisfy Assumption 2.1 if f is
continuous and exchangeable in xi1 and xi2.

However, exchangeability alone is not sufficient for nonparametric identi-
fication of Ex(y1|x1� z)� (We set k = 1 for concreteness and suppress i when
it is not needed for clarity.) The problem is that Assumption 2.2 fails because
x1 does not vary continuously conditional on (ze1� � � � � zeK). To see this consider
the case K = 2 and note that for given values of ze1 and ze2� x1 must satisfy the
quadratic equation (x1)

2 − x1z
e1 + (ze2)2 = 0� Since (ze1)2 > 4ze2 when x1 �= x2

and (ze1)2 = 4ze2 when x1 = x2, the equation has one real root when x1 = x2

and two real roots when x1 �= x2. Consequently, x1 does not have positive den-
sity over a convex set for a given value of ze1 and ze2 .

To make the same point with a different choice of z, consider z1 = x1 + x2

and z2 = |x1 −x2| as the z variables. Because x1 and x2 are equal to (z1 +z2)/2,
(z1 − z2)/2 if x1 > x2 and (z1 − z2)/2, (z1 + z2)/2 if x1 < x2� by direct substitu-
tion f (ε1|x1�x2)= f (ε1|(z1 +z2)/2� (z1 −z2)/2) if Assumption 2.3 holds. Thus
these z variables also satisfy Assumption 2.1. However there are only one or
two possible values of x1 for a given value of (z1� z2), so Assumption 2.2 fails.
This dependence among z1, z2, and x1 means that Ex(y1|x1� z) is not identi-
fied nonparametrically when K = 2. We conclude that exchangeability must be
supplemented with an additional restriction to achieve identification.

One possibility is to further restrict f (·). For example, whenK = 2 one could
restrict the conditional distribution of ε to depend on x1 +x2 but not |x1 −x2|�
This restriction is testable. A key point is that the larger K� the larger the
dimensionality of z that can be accommodated. For example, when K = 4 one
can test the hypothesis that the distribution of f (ε1|x1�x2�x3�x4) depends only
on z1 = (x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)/4, the dispersion measure z2 = ∑

k |xk − z1|, and
a measure of skewness such as z3 = ∑

k(xk − z1)3/4. The restriction may be
tested by comparing the fit of E(y1|x1� z

1� z2� z3) to E(y1|x1�x2�x3�x4).
A related possibility is that f (ε1|z) depends on z through a set of indexes that

are known up to a finite parameter vector. For example, in the scalar case with

|f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) − f p(εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)| over the compact set is less than δ, where δ is ar-
bitrarily close to 0. Let f̄ (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) and f̄ p(εik� |xi1� � � � � xiK) be the simple averages of
f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) and f p(εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) over all K! unique permutations of the xik. By con-
struction f̄ p is a symmetric function of xi1� � � � � xiK . By symmetry of f ,∣∣f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)− f̄ p(εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)

∣∣
= ∣∣f̄ (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)− f̄ p(εik|xi1� � � � � xiK)

∣∣ ≤K!(δ/K!)= δ�
Since f p can be chosen to make δ arbitrarily small, we conclude that f (εik|xi1� � � � � xiK) may be
approximated arbitrarily closely by a polynomial that is symmetric in xi1� � � � � xiK . Combining this
result with the fundamental theorem of symmetric functions completes the proof.
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K = 2 suppose f (ε1|z) is of the form f (ε1|b1z
1 +b2z

2)� where z = (z1� z2)� and
where b1 and b2 are unknown parameters of a linear index. Additional powers
of z1 and z2 and interaction terms could be added to the index. The restriction
implies E(y1|x1� z

1� z2) = E(y1|x1� b1z
1 + b2z

2). Estimation of b1 and b2 can
proceed, for example, by using an approach to semiparametric estimation of
multiple index models along the lines of Ichimura and Lee (1991). We leave a
full analysis of this extension of our LAR estimator to future research.

A third possibility is that a priori restrictions are available on m(x1� ε1) that
restrict E(y1|x1� z

1� z2)� For example, suppose that m is of the form m(x1� e1),
where e1 ≡ Υ(ε1) and m is continuous (which rules out discrete dependent
variables), and suppose that interactions between x1 and e1 are known to be
a finite-order polynomial of x1 (or of known transformations of x1). Then
m(x1� e1) is of the form

m(x1� e1)= B1(x1)+
Q∑
j=1

Q∑
j′=1

bjj′(x1)
j(e1)

j′ +B2(e1)�

where B1(x1) and B2(e1) are nonparametric functions, Q is the known or-
der of the interaction terms, and bjj′ are unknown parameters. Assume that
E(B2(e1)|z) and the conditional moments E((e1)

j|z) are low-order polynomi-
als in z� For example, if K = 2, and one maintains that Q= 2, that E((e1)

1|z),
and E((e1)

2|z) are linear functions of z1� z2, and z1z2� and that E(B2(e1)|z) is
a second-order polynomial with a linear interaction term, then

E(y1|x1� z)(2.6)

= B1(x1)+ [x1z
1�x1z

2� (x1)
2z1� (x1)

2z2�x1z
1z2� (x1)

2z1z2]ϕ1

+ [z1� z2� (z1)2� (z2)2� z1z2]ϕ2�

where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are parameter vectors. Ex1(y1|x1� z) is estimable using a par-
tial regression approach along the lines of Robinson (1988) subject to some
regularity restrictions. Higher-order terms could be added. The restrictions are
testable.

Another possibility is that some of the x variables are strictly exoge-
nous. Write xik as (x1ik� x2ik)� where (x1i1� � � � � x1iK) is strictly exogenous
and assume that f (εi1|xi1� � � � � xiK) = f (εi1|x2i1� � � � � x2iK) is exchangeable in
(x2i1� � � � � x2iK). Assume further that at least one element of x1ik varies con-
tinuously conditional on other elements of xi1 and that m(xi1� εi1) satisfies
a linear index restriction of the form m([x1i1�x2i1]Γ�εi1), where Γ is a
parameter vector. In this case, E(yi1|x1i1�x2i1� zi) = E(yi1|[x1i1�x2i1]Γ�zi),
where zi is not a function of x1i1. Conditional on Γ one may estimate
E[x1i1�x2i1]Γ (yi1|[x1i1�x2i1]Γ�zi), because [x1i1�x2i1]Γ varies continuously condi-
tional on zi. Estimation might proceed using an approach along the lines of
Ichimura and Lee (1991). Note that the restrictions on zi implied by exchange-
ability alone and the linear index restriction in the absence of x1i1 are not
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sufficient for identification. This is because linear indices of x2i1 may not vary
continuously conditional on zi.

A fifth and obvious possibility is to directly impose restrictions onE(y1|x1� z).
For example, consider the case when x1 is a scalar and K = 2. One might
choose to leave the main effect of x nonparametric while restricting the inter-
action between x1, z1, and z2 as well as the main effects of z1 and z2. Keep in
mind that z1 and z2 affect E(y1|x1� z

1� z2) solely by altering the distribution of
(ε1) over which the expectation is taken. Consequently, E(y1|x1� z

1� z2)may be
a smooth function of z1 and z2 even if m(x1� ε1) is discrete. Such considera-
tions might justify a specification along the lines of (2.6) above, perhaps with
higher-order terms in x, z1, and z2 added. One can estimate Ex1(y1|x1� z) using
a partial linear regression approach.

To sum up, the power of the exchangeability assumption in the context of the
LAR estimator is that it restricts the z variables to be considered to be symmet-
ric functions of (xi1� � � � � xiK). However, an additional restriction is required
for Ex(y1|x1� z) to be identified, which is a requirement for the estimator. We
have provided several possibilities in this section. Obviously, these issues do
not arise if one has a priori knowledge of a z vector that meets Assumptions
2.1 and 2.2.

2.3. Discussion

When one is interested in β(xik) as opposed to Γ in (1.5), a big advantage
of the estimator in the binary choice case relative to the conditional logit or
fixed effects probit estimators is that it can utilize groups in which yik is either
1 or 0 for all k. It is quite common in panel data applications, particularly for
rare events, that all group members have the same value for yik.11

A second very attractive feature of LAR in panel data situations with ex-
changeability is that it only requires that data on the dependent variable yik be
available for one member of group i, although data on xik must be available for
at least 2 members of group i. In contrast, the conditional logit estimator and
standard fixed effects estimators require data on yik and xik for at least 2 group
members. Consequently, data on children as young as 16 can be included in
studies of the effects of neighborhood characteristics during childhood on out-
comes that occur later in life, such as college graduation or marriage. This will
substantially increase the sample sizes for sibling studies.12

11Our identification method for β(xik) can also be applied to multinomial models. A simple
way to do this is to treat each outcome as a separate 0–1 variable, use Exik (yik|xik� zi), impose the
adding up constraint, and integrate out zi.

12When there is a natural ordering to the group members (e.g., observations over time), one
could estimate the marginal effect of xik for each k and see if it changes as a way to gauge
whether or not the model specification is appropriate. On the other hand, in some cross-section
time series applications, the time period and, in some sibling applications, the birth order, should
be included as an exogenous x variable.
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To provide a bit of intuition for why one only needs data on yik for one
member of group i and for the role that exchangeability can play in the LAR
estimator, it is helpful to relate it to other panel data estimators in the standard
linear case with additive separability, as in

yik = xikβ+ νi +ηik�(2.7)

Mundlak (1978) and Chamberlain (1984) point out that the parameter β may
be estimated by using the decomposition of νi into its least squares linear pro-
jection on (xi1� � � � � xiK) and the orthogonal unobservable term ui to eliminate
νi from the above equation, and using the K observations on group i to esti-
mate the system of equations

yik = xikβ+
(∑

k

xikλk

)
+ui +ηik (k= 1� � � � �K)(2.8)

with cross equation restrictions imposed. This does not require the assump-
tion of exchangeability. The assumption of exchangeability places restrictions
on the coefficient vector λ summarizing the relationship between νi and
(xi1� � � � � xiK). Estimation of the local average response would amount to es-
timation of the regression

yik = xikβ+B(zi;γ)+ ui +ηik�(2.9)

where zi is a vector of exchangeable functions of xi and B(zi;γ) is a known
function with unknown parameter vector γ and ui is redefined to be the de-
viation of νi from its mean given zi. In the above model mxik(xik� vi�ηik) is
simply the constant β, so it is not necessary to integrate out over the distri-
bution f (zi|xik). A special case is when B(zi;γ) is linear and zi consists only
of

∑
k xik. In this case, (2.9) is equivalent to (2.8) with the restriction that the

λk are all equal. With these restrictions one does not need data on all of the yik
for each i to identify β from (2.8).

3. NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF THE LOCAL AVERAGE RESPONSE

Nonparametric estimators for β(x) in (2.4) and β(x′′�x′) in (2.5) can
be obtained by substituting the functions of the observable variables with
nonparametric estimators. While there are several types of nonparametric
estimators that could be used, in this paper we derive the asymptotic properties
of the estimator obtained using the method of kernels. Denote the observa-
tions for individual k= 1 in group i� by (yi� xi� zi)� i= 1� � � � �N . Let L1 denote
the dimension of xi� L2 denote the dimension of zi, and d = 1 +L1 +L2� Let
f denote the p.d.f. of (y�x� z)� Then, a kernel estimator for f is defined by

f̂ (ty� tx� tz)= 1
Nσd

N∑
i=1

Ky

(
yi − ty
σ

)
Kx

(
xi − tx
σ

)
Kz

(
zi − tz
σ

)
for all (ty� tx� tz) ∈ R

d�
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where Ky(u) = K(u)� Kx(u1� � � � � uL1) = ∏L1
j=1K(uj)� Kz(u1� � � � � uL2) =∏L2

j=1K(uj), K : R → R is a kernel function that integrates to 1 and satisfies∫
uK(u)du= 1� and σ is a bandwidth that converges to 0 as N → ∞� Kernel

estimators for conditional p.d.f.’s, c.d.f.’s, conditional expectations, derivatives
of p.d.f.’s, and any other functions that can be derived from f (y�x� z) are ob-
tained by substituting f̂ in place of f� in the corresponding derivations.

Suppose that we were interested in estimating the effect of an infinitessi-
mal change in the value of x� leaving the distribution of ε unchanged. Then,
using (2.4), the nonparametric kernel estimator would be

β̂(x)=
∫
Êx(y|x�z)f̂ (z|x)dz�

where Ê(y|x�z) is a kernel estimator of the conditional expectation of y given
(x� z) and f̂ (z|x) is a kernel estimator of the conditional p.d.f. of z given x�
Unfortunately, this estimator may not possess desirable properties because it
involves a term in the denominator, corresponding to the estimator for f (x� z)�
which may attain a value too close to zero. Following a standard procedure to
deal with this situation, we use a trimming function. Define, as in Ai (1997),
the function τ : R × R++ → R+ by

τ(t� b)=




1/t if t ≥ 2b�[ 49(t−b)3
b4 − 76(t−b)4

b5 + 31(t−b)5
b6

]/
8 if b≤ t < 2b�

0 if t < b�

By the definition of β(x) in (2.4),

β(x)=
∫
Ex(y|x�z)f (z|x)dz

=
∫
yfx(y�x)dy

f (x)
−

∫
fx(x� z)

∫
yf (y�x� z)dy

f (x� z)f (x)
dz�

Hence, we define our estimator for β(x) by

β̂(x)=
∫
yf̂x(y�x)dy

f̂ (x)
−

∫
τ(f̂ (x� z)�b)f̂x(x� z)

∫
yf̂ (y�x� z)dy

f̂ (x)
dz�

In Theorem 3.1, which is proved in Appendix A, we state the asymptotic prop-
erties of this estimator making use of the following assumptions:

ASSUMPTION 3.1: The sequence {yi� xi� zi}Ni=1 is i.i.d.
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ASSUMPTION 3.2: The density f (x� z) has a compact support Θx�z ⊂ R
L1+L2 ,

is continuously differentiable up to an order d ≥ ∆+ s� for some s ≥ 2, and the
derivatives of f (x� z) of order d are Lipschitz and uniformly bounded. The density
f (y�x� z) and

∫
yf (y�x� z)dy are continuously differentiable up to the order d;

for some p≥ 4�
∫ |y|pf (y�x� z)dy is uniformly bounded. Moreover, at the partic-

ular value x for which we want to estimate β(x), f (x) > 0; for p> 2, E(|y|p|x�z)
and fx(x� z)[f (x� z)]−1 are uniformly bounded; and for some ε > 0∫

sup
‖η‖≤ε

(∫
y4f (y�x+η�z)dy

)
dz <∞�

ASSUMPTION 3.3: The kernel function K is continuously differentiable of or-
der ∆ ≥ 1, with ∆th order derivatives that are Lipschitz and uniformly bounded.
K vanishes outside a compact set,

∫
K(u)du= 1,

∫ |K(u)|du <∞� and K is a
kernel of order s.

ASSUMPTION 3.4: As N → ∞, σ → 0� b→ 0�
√
NσL1+2 → ∞�

√
NσL1+2+2s → 0�

b−2
(√

ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs) → 0�

b−3
√
NσL1+2

(√
ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs)2 → 0�

√
NσL1+2

(√
ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs)

×
(∫

1[0< f(x�z) < 2b]dz
)1/2

→ 0�

√
NσL1+2

∫
1[0< f(x�z) < 2b]∣∣fx(x� z)E(y|x�z)∣∣dz→ 0

and for some p> 2(
N1−2/pσL1+L2/ ln(N)

) → ∞�

THEOREM 3.1: Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 and Assumptions
3.1–3.4 are satisfied. Then,

β̂(x)→ β(x) in probability� and
√
Nσ(L1/2)+1(β̂(x)−β(x))→ N(0� Vβ̂(x)) in distribution,

where

Vβ̂(x) =
{∫

var(y|x�z)f (z|x)
f (x)

dz

}{∫ (
∂Kx(x̃)

∂x

)(
∂Kx(x̃)

∂x

)′
dx̃

}
�
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Moreover, for any two distinct values x′ and x′′� which satisfy the condi-
tions for the value x in Assumption 3.2, the asymptotic covariance between√
Nσ(L1/2)+1(β̂(x′)−β(x′)) and

√
Nσ(L1/2)+1(β̂(x′′)−β(x′′)) is zero.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is presented in Appendix A. Since our estima-
tor for β(x) is a functional of a kernel estimator, f̂ � for the density, f� of the
observable variables, we derive its asymptotic properties using an approach
based upon a functional Delta method, as presented in Newey (1994) (see also
Ait-Sahalia (1994)). The method proceeds by first obtaining a first-order Taylor
expansion of the functional around f� and then using it to express the differ-
ence between our estimator and the true value as the sum of a remainder and
a linear functional of the difference between f̂ and f� Under the conditions of
our theorem, the asymptotic distribution of the difference between our esti-
mator and the true value is driven by that of the linear functional. The latter
can be calculated easily, as, for example, in Newey (1994).13 In order to ob-
tain the asymptotic properties of our LAR estimator, however, we must first
modify the Delta method in Newey (1994), to incorporate the use of a random
trimming function, instead of the fixed trimming considered in Newey (1994).
More specifically, for b ≥ 0 and for a function G that belongs to a set that
includes the distribution function F of the observable variables as well as its
kernel estimator F̂� we define the functional Π(x;G;b) by

Π(x;G;b)=
∫
α(x�z;G)ς(x� z;G;b)dz�

where ς(x� z;G;b) is defined by ς(x� z;G;b) = τ(g(x� z)�b) for g(x� z) =
∂L1+L2G(x�z)/∂x∂z� and where for each (x� z)� α(x� z;G) is another func-
tional, appropriately defined. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we show that
Π(x; F̂;b) − Π(x;F;b) = DΠ(x; F̂ − F;b) + RΠ(x; F̂ − F;b), where
DΠ(x; F̂ − F;b) is a linear functional in F̂ − F . In Lemma B.1 in Appen-
dix B, we provide conditions under which, as N → ∞� DΠ(x; F̂ − F;b) and
RΠ(x; F̂ − F;b) converge to 0 in probability. The conditions in Lemma B.1
also guarantee that, for an appropriately chosen K̃�

√
NσK̃DΠ(x; F̂ − F;b)

is asymptotically equivalent to a linear functional in F̂ − F with b = 0 and√
NσK̃RΠ(x; F̂ −F;b) is asymptotically negligible. The proof of Theorem 3.1

applies this lemma, for α such that β̂(x)=Π(x; F̂;b) and β(x)=Π(x;F;0)�
The limiting distribution of

√
NσK̃(β̂(x) − β(x)) then follows from that of

a linear functional in F̂ − F� which can be obtained using, for example, the
results in Newey (1994, Lemma 5.3).

The arguments in the proof use independence across the observations that
are used to calculate the estimator. If the data are from groups and K > 1

13See Matzkin and Newey (1993), Newey (1994), and Matzkin (2003) for other examples of
applications of this method.
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observations are available for each group i� then one can proceed by first ob-
taining an estimator for each k (k = 1� � � � �K), letting xi� yi� and zi above
denote, respectively, xik� yik� and zi� Once the K estimators are derived, one
can average them to obtain an estimator for β(x)� Even though there is de-
pendence across the observations of each group i� the resulting K estimators
will be asymptotically independent, because the covariances between them are
O(Nσ2) while the variances of each of the estimators areO(NσL1+2)�An anal-
ogous procedure can be used when an unbalanced panel is available, in which
case one would use a weighted average of the estimators, with the weight of
each estimator depending on the number of observations used to calculate that
estimator.

To obtain consistent estimators for the standard errors, one can substitute
var(y|x�z)� f (z|x)� and f (x)� in the equation for Vβ̂, by their corresponding
kernel estimators. If one chooses σ and b by σ = c1N

−α1 and b = c2N
−α2 for

some constants c1� c2�α1�α2 > 0, then the conditions of Assumption 3.4 will
be satisfied when α1 = [L1 + 2 + 2s]−1 + ε for some small ε > 0 and α2 and
sufficiently large s� This choice of α1 will generate the rate of convergence NL̃,
where L̃= 1/2 − [(L1 + 2)/2(L1 + 2 + 2s)] − ε(L1 + 2)/2�

The arguments used in the definition of β(x) and in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.1 can be modified to define an estimator for the effect of a finite change
rather than an infinitessimal change in the endogenous variable, or to consider
the case where the endogenous variable is discrete. (See Altonji and Matzkin
(2003).)

3.1. Weighted Averages of the Local Average Response

The rate of convergence obtained in Theorem 3.1 depends on the number of
coordinates of x� In some circumstances, such as when x is high-dimensional,
this rate might be undesirably slow. An alternative that might be taken to in-
crease the precision of the estimator is to consider some weighted average
measure of the nonparametric local average response estimator. Consider, for
example, the measure

β=
∫
β(x)w(x)dx�

where w is some specified weight function. Since

β=
∫ ∫

Ex(y|x�z)f (z|x)w(x)dz dx

=
∫ ∫

yfx(y�x)dy

f (x)
w(x)dx

−
∫ ∫

fx(x� z)
∫
yf (y�x� z)dy

f (x� z)f (x)
w(x)dz dx�
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β can be estimated by

β̂=
∫ ∫

yf̂x(y�x)dy

f̂ (x)
w(x)dx

−
∫ ∫

τ(f̂ (x� z)�b)f̂x(x� z)
∫
yf̂ (y�x� z)dy

f̂ (x)
w(x)dz dx�

In Theorem 3.2 we show that the convergence rate of β̂ to β is the standard
parametric rate, namely root-N . Partial averaging of β̂(x) over some but not
all coordinates of x will generate a rate between root-N and that obtained in
Theorem 3.1. This rate will be higher the larger the number of coordinates of
x over which the averaging is performed. To describe in detail the asymptotic
properties of the weighted average estimator β̂� we will make the following
assumptions in addition to Assumptions 3.1 and 3.3:

ASSUMPTION 3.5: The density f (x� z) has a compact support Θx�z ⊂ R
L1+L2�

is continuously differentiable up to an order d ≥ ∆+ s� for some s ≥ 2, and the
derivatives of f (x� z) of order d are Lipschitz and uniformly bounded. The density
f (y�x� z) and

∫
yf (y�x� z)dy are continuously differentiable up to the order d;

for some p> 2, E(|y|p|x�z) is uniformly bounded over (x� z).
∫
w(x)dx= 1;

the closure of the set {x|w(x) �= 0} is compact and convex; w is continuously
differentiable and so vanishes on the boundary of {x|w(x) �= 0}� Moreover,
f (x) is uniformly bounded away from 0 on the closure of {x|w(x) �= 0}; and
fx(x� z)[f (x� z)]−1 is uniformly bounded over (x� z).

ASSUMPTION 3.6: As N → ∞, σ → 0� b→ 0�
√
Nσs → 0�

b−2
(√

ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs) → 0�

b−3
√
N

(√
ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs)2 → 0�

√
N

(√
ln(N)/(NσL1+L2+2)+ σs)

×
(∫ ∫

1[0< f(x�z) < 2b]dz dx
)1/2

→ 0�

√
N

∫ ∫
1[0< f(x�z) < 2b]

× ∣∣fx(x� z)E(y|x�z)w(x)∣∣f (x)−1 dz dx→ 0

and for some p> 2(
N1−2/pσL1+L2/ ln(N)

) → ∞�
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The following theorem is proved in Appendix A:

THEOREM 3.2: If Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 and Assumptions 3.1, 3.3, 3.5,
and 3.6 are satisfied,

β̂−β→ 0 in probability� and
√
N

(
β̂−β ) → N(0� V

β̂
) in distribution� where

V
β̂

= E[w w′]
and

w = ∂

∂x

[
(y −E(y|x�z))w(x)

f (x)

]
+ β(x)w(x)

f (x)

+ (y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)w(x)
f (x� z)f (x)

�

The proof of Theorem 3.2, like that of Theorem 3.1, is based on a functional
Delta method. The main difference is that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the
functional of interest is an integral over the functional that was used in the
proof of Theorem 3.1. We note, however, that in contrast to the estimator in
Theorem 3.1, independence across the observations is critical for the equa-
tion of the asymptotic variance presented in Theorem 3.2. The reason is that
β̂ converges at root-N .

Another way to increase the precision of the estimator is to impose a para-
metric restriction or additional functional restrictions. Suppose, for example,
that the model is specified as y = m(xΓ�ε) where the parameter Γ and the
function m are both unknown, and where, as assumed above, f (ε|x�z) =
f (ε|z)� Then, for some unknown function ψ� E(y|x�z) = ψ(xΓ�z)� The pa-
rameter Γ and the function ψ could then be estimated using, for example, the
method in Ichimura and Lee (1991). With these, one can estimate Ex(y|x�z).
To recover β(x)� one must still estimate f (z|x), which will slow down the rate
of convergence, unless one imposes an index restriction on f (z|x).

4. IDENTIFICATION OF THE STRUCTURAL FUNCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Our SFD estimator uses the entire distribution of y given x and z rather than
just the conditional expectation function. We show that under certain assump-
tions it is possible to identify m(x�ε) and f (ε|x) from the distribution of y
conditional on (x� z) and the distribution of y conditional on x� Consequently,
various functions of m(x�ε) and f (ε|x), including a local average response
such as β(x), are identified. Our proof of identification is a constructive proof
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and, hence, it provides a way of estimatingm(x�ε) and f (ε|x) from a nonpara-
metric estimator for the joint distribution of (y�x� z)� For the SFD estimator,
we will assume that the effect of the vector ε can be aggregated by a scalar val-
ued unobservable random term e= Υ(ε)� Specifically, we make the following
assumptions.

ASSUMPTION 4.1: There exists a real valued, not necessarily known func-
tion Υ(ε) such that y =m(x�e), where e= Υ(ε).

ASSUMPTION 4.2: For all x� m(x�e) is strictly increasing in e�

To identify both the function m and the distribution of e� we need to impose
a normalization, which we specify in the following assumption:

ASSUMPTION 4.3: For some value x of x� and all e, m(x�e)= e�
We next impose a restriction on the conditional distribution of e given x and

another observable vector z� Let f (e|x�z) denote the conditional density of e
given (x� z)�

ASSUMPTION 4.4: For any value x̃ of x there exist values z̃� z̃′ of z such that
f (e|̃x� z̃)= f (e|x� z̃′)�

ASSUMPTION 4.5: For all x�z� f (e|x�z) is strictly positive everywhere.

Assumption 4.1 states thatm(·�·) is weakly separable in a function Υ(ε) of ε.
We did not need this restriction for the LAR estimator, but it is also assumed
to hold in most nonlinear panel data models in the literature, such as the probit
and logit binary choice models.

The strict monotonicity Assumption 4.2 implies a direct relationship be-
tween the conditional distribution of y given x and the distribution of e given x�
This was not required for our LAR estimator based on (2.4). On the other
hand, monotonicity allows us to identifym(x�e) and f (e|x)� instead of only an
average derivative.14 As we have noted in the Introduction, strict monotonicity
of m in e rules out qualitative choice models.

Assumption 4.3 is satisfied, for example, when for some vector Γ , m(x�e)=
(x − x)Γ + e� Hence, this very common specification is nested within the
nonparametric model that we consider. (Note that we do not require that
E(e) = 0.) Assumptions 4.1–4.3 and a simplified version of 4.5 were used in
Matzkin (1999) to identify m and the distribution of e when e is independent
of x�

14The sign of the effect of e on m can depend on x if the values of x at which the sign switches
are known.
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Assumption 4.4 imposes a restriction on the conditional distribution of the
unobservable variable, which, as we show below, allows us to differentiate the
change in y that is due to an exogenous change in x from the change in y that
is due to the change in e and the dependence between x and e� When our
observations are from individuals in groups of size 2, an obvious choice of z�
consistent with our discussion of exchangeability in the previous sections, is the
value of x for a different member of the group. If, for example, yik is the income
of sibling k (k= 1�2) in family i� and xi1 and xi2 are the years of education of
siblings 1 and 2� in family i� it may be reasonable to assume that the distribu-
tion of e given xi1 = x� xi2 = x is equal to the distribution of e given xi1 = x�
xi2 = x� A particular case in which this would hold is when, recalling that
ε= (ν�η)� (i) e= Υ(ε)= ν+ η� (ii) f (ν|x�x)= f (ν|x�x), and (iii) η is distrib-
uted independently of (ν�x1�x2). Note that for Assumption 4.4 to hold, we only
need exchangeability with respect to the value x� A more general situation,
which also involves some type of exchangeability and also implies Assump-
tion 4.4, is when exchangeability is satisfied conditional on some observable
vector w� Specifically, suppose that for some w� f (ε|x�x�w) = f (ε|x�x�w)�
Then, Assumption 4.4 is satisfied with x̃ = x� z̃ = (x�w), and z̃′ = (x�w)�
In the siblings example, w might be a vector of household characteristics,
the component η of ε an idiosyncratic unobservable random term, and the
component ν of ε some unobservable family effect. In the case of the LAR
estimator, exchangeability alone is not sufficient to determine a vector z that
meets the requirements of the estimator. In contrast, in the case of the SFD
estimator, even some local exchangeability will suffice to determine a suit-
able z.

Note that when exchangeability is used, the support of xi1 must be equal
to that of xi2� When k denotes time, for example, this rules out cases where
the values of xik increase over time (such as the number of children). For
such cases, one may want to consider instead the model yi1 =m(xi1� ei1)� yi2 =
m(xi2� ei2)� with the restriction: f (ei1|xi1 = x�xi2 = x)= f (ei2|xi1 = x�xi2 = x)�
Using arguments similar to the ones presented in Theorem 4.1 below, one can
show that the function m and the distributions Fe1|x1 and Fe2|x2 are identified
from the distributions Fy1|x1�x2 and Fy2|x1�x2 �

Assumption 4.5 together with Assumption 4.2 guarantees that the condi-
tional distribution of y given (x� z) is strictly increasing. This allows us to invert
this conditional distribution and solve for the unknown function m(x�e)� The
following theorem is proved in Appendix A. In that proof it is shown that
m(x�e) = F−1

y|x�z(Fy|x�z′(e)) and Fe|x(e)= Fy|x(m(x�e))� where Fy|x denotes the
distribution of y given x.

THEOREM 4.1: Suppose that Assumptions 4.1–4.5 are satisfied. Then, m(x�e)
is identified on the support of (x� e) and Fε|x(e) is identified on R, from the distri-
butions of y|x�z and y|x.
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5. NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF THE STRUCTURAL
FUNCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Denote by L1 the dimension of x and by L2 the dimension of z� In the
previous section we established that for some values z and z′� m(x�e) =
F−1
y|x�z(Fy|x�z′(e)) and Fe|x(e)= Fy|x(m(x�e))� Consequently, we can obtain ker-

nel estimators for m(x�e) and Fε|x(e) by replacing the unknown functions
Fy|x�z� Fy|x�z′� and Fy|x in these expressions by their kernel estimators. So,
m̂(x� e) = F̂−1

y|x�z(F̂y|x�z′(e)) and F̂e|x(e) = F̂y|x(m̂(x� e)), where, for any x�z�
and e�

F̂y|x�z(e)=
∑N

i=1 K̃(
e−yi
σ
)Kx(xi−x

σ
)Kz( zi−z

σ
)∑N

i=1K
x(xi−x

σ
)Kz( zi−z

σ
)

with K̃(v)= ∫ v

−∞K(u)du� To establish the asymptotic properties of these esti-
mators we make the following assumptions:

ASSUMPTION 5.1: The sequence {yi� xi� zi}Ni=1 is i.i.d.

ASSUMPTION 5.2: The density f (y�x� z) has compact support Θy�x�z ⊂
R

1+L1+L2; f is continuously differentiable up to an order d ≥ s+ 2 for some s > 1,
and the derivatives of order d of f are Lipschitz and uniformly bounded.

ASSUMPTION 5.3: The kernel function K is twice differentiable, the second-
order derivatives of K are Lipschitz, K vanishes outside a compact set,∫
K(u)du= 1� and K is a kernel of order s�

ASSUMPTION 5.4: As N → ∞, σ → 0�

ln(N)/(Nσ1+L1+L2)→ 0�
√
NσL1+L2 → ∞� and

√
NσL1+L2+2s → 0 and√
NσL1+L2

(√
ln(N)/Nσ1+L1+L2 + σs)2 → 0�

ASSUMPTION 5.5: 0 < f(x�z′)� f (x� z)� f (x) < ∞� and f (tm�x� z) is uni-
formly bounded away from zero as tm varies in a neighborhood of m(x�e)�
That is, there exist δ�ξ > 0 such that for all tm ∈ {tm ∈ R||tm − m(x�e)| < ξ}�
f (tm�x� z)≥ δ�

Define

L(x�z� z′� e)= 1
f (x� z′)

Fy|x�z′(e)(1 − Fy|x�z′(e))

+ 1
f (x� z)

Fy|x�z(m(x�e))
(
1 − Fy|x�z(m(x�e))

)
�
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THEOREM 5.1: Suppose that Assumptions 4.1–4.5 and 5.1–5.5 are satisfied.
Then, for all (x� e) such that x �= x,

m̂(x� e)
p→m(x�e)�

sup
e

∣∣F̂e|x(e)− Fe|x(e)
∣∣ p→0�

√
NσL1+L2(m̂(x� e)−m(x�e)) d→N(0� Vm)� and

√
NσL1+L2(F̂e|x(e)− Fe|x(e)) d→N(0� VF)� where

Vm =
{∫ ∫

[Kx(x̃)Kz(̃z)]2 dx̃dz̃

}[
1

fy|x�z(m(x�e))

]2

L(x�z� z′� e)

and

VF =
{∫ ∫

[Kx(x̃)Kz(̃z)]2 dx̃dz̃

}[
fy|x(m(x�e))
fy|x�z(m(x�e))

]2

L(x�z� z′� e)�

For any distinct vectors x′ and x′′ such that x′ �= x, x′′ �= x, and (z′)′ �= (z′′)′,
where (x� (z′)′) and (x� (z′′)′) satisfy Assumption 4.4 with, respectively, (x′� z′)

and (x′′� z′′), the asymptotic covariance between
√
NσL1+L2(m̂(x′� e)−m(x′� e))

and
√
NσL1+L2(m̂(x′′� e)−m(x′′� e)) is zero, and the asymptotic covariance be-

tween
√
NσL1+L2(F̂e|x′(e)− Fe|x′(e)) and

√
NσL1+L2(F̂e|x′′(e)− Fe|x′′(e)) is zero.

The last part of the statement can be used to evaluate the effects of finite
changes in the values of x on the function m or on the conditional distribution
of e given x� To obtain consistent estimators for the variances, Vm and VF�
replace m(x�e) by m̂(x� e) and each of the other unknown quantities by their
corresponding kernel estimators in the equations for Vm and VF .

When the bandwidth σ is chosen so that for some constants c > 0 and α> 0�
σ = cN−α� then α = [L1 + L2 + 2s]−1 + ε, for some small ε > 0 and suffi-
ciently large s� is consistent with the Assumption 5.4; for such α� the rate of
convergence of the estimators is N(L̃/2)−δ� where L̃ = 2s/(L1 + L2 + 2s) and
δ= ε(L1 +L2)/2�

The proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix A. The proof is simi-
lar in spirit to those for the previous theorems, in the sense that it is based
on a functional Delta method approach. We first note that the estimator is a
functional of the kernel estimator, F̂� for the distribution of (y�x� z)� We then
use a first-order Taylor expansion to obtain an expression for the difference
between the value of the functional at F̂ and at the true distribution, F . Us-
ing Assumptions 5.2 and 5.5, we show that the linear part is O(‖F̂ − F‖) while
the remainder is O(‖F̂ − F‖2)� and using Assumptions 5.1–5.5 we show that
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‖F̂ − F‖ → 0 and that the asymptotic distribution of the estimator is driven
by the linear part. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the arguments assume in-
dependence across the observations used to obtain the estimators. For cases
where there are more than one observation for each i� one can proceed in a
way similar to that described in Section 3. Obtain an estimator for each k and
average the results, calculating the asymptotic variance of the average as if the
estimators were independent across k�

The statement of the theorem can be easily modified to apply to the case
where some of the coordinates of x and z are discrete. Augment x to (wx�x),
z to (wz� z), z′ to (w′

z� z
′), and augment x to (wx�x)� where wx and wx rep-

resent values of discrete coordinates that belong to a finite set Wx and wz and
w′
z represent values of the discrete coordinates that belong to a finite set Wz .

Define

m̂(w�x�e)= F̂−1
y|(wx�x�wz�z)�(wx�x�w′

x�z
′)
(
F̂y|(wx�x�w′

z�z
′)�(wx�x�wz�z)(e)

)
and

F̂e|(wx�x)(e)= F̂y|(wx�x)(m̂(w�x�e))�
where for any (wx�x�wz� z) and e

F̂y|(wx�x�wz�z)(e)

=
∑N

i=1 K̃(
e−yi
σ
)1[wxi =wx]Kx(xi−x

σ
)1[wzi =wz]Kz(zi−z

σ
)∑N

i=1 1[wi =w]Kx(xi−x
σ
)1[wzi =wz]Kz(zi−z

σ
)

�

It is easy to show that when the conditions specified in Assumption 5.2 for
f (y�x� z) hold for the function f (y�wx�x�wz� z) of (y�wx�x�wz� z), for each
wx ∈Wx and wz ∈Wz� Assumption 5.5 holds with x and x substituted, respec-
tively, with (wx�x) and (wx�x)� and Assumptions 5.1–5.3 are also satisfied,
with L1 being the number of coordinates of x and L2 the number of coordi-
nates of z, then

m̂(w�x�e)
p→m(w�x�e)�

F̂e|(w�x)(e)
p→Fe|(w�x)(e)�

√
NσL1+L2(m̂(w�x�e)−m(w�x�e)) d→N(0� V ′

m)� and
√
NσL1+L2

(
F̂e|(w�x)(e)− Fe|(w�x)(e)

) d→N(0� V ′
F)�

where

V ′
m =

{∫ [∫
Kx(z1)K

z(z1)

]2

dz1 dz2

}[
1

fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(m(wx�x� e))

]2

×L′(wx�x� e)�
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V ′
F =

{∫ [∫
Kx(z1)K

z(z1)

]2

dz1 dz2

}[
fy|(wx�x)(m(wx�x� e))

fy|fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(m(wx�x� e))

]2

×L′(wx�x� e)� and

L′(wx�x� e)= 1
f (wx�x�wx�x)

Fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(e)
(
1 − Fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(e)

)
+ 1
f (wx�x�wx�x)

Fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(m(wx�x� e))

× (
1 − Fy|(wx�x)�(wx�x)(m(wx�x� e))

)
�

We note that although the main benefit of the SFD estimator relative to the
LAR estimator of Sections 2 and 3 is that it permits estimation of the structural
functions m and Fe|x� one may also use it to estimate functionals of these func-
tions. As an example, whenm is differentiable in x� we can define an estimator
of β(x) by

β̃(x)=
∫
∂m̂(x� e)

∂x
f̂y|x(m̂(x� e))de

=
∫
∂[F̂−1

y|x�z(F̂y|x�z′(e))]
∂x

f̂y|x
(
F̂−1
y|x�z(F̂y|x�z′(e))

)
de�

The derivation of the asymptotic properties of such an estimator can be de-
veloped using much more tedious but similar arguments to those used in the
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. (See Altonji and Matzkin (2003).)

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper proposes two estimators that together apply to a wide class of
nonseparable models with endogenous variables. The estimators are quite dis-
tinct and have different strengths and weaknesses. Although both estimators
can be used in both cross section and panel data applications, we pay special
attention to settings in which panel data are available, at least for x. As we note
in the Introduction, our emphasis on this case is motivated by the fact that the
identification strategy in a huge empirical literature in the social sciences uses
within group variation in explanatory variables as a source of identification in
combination with fixed effects methods and closely related instrumental vari-
ables strategies. Because fixed effects methods break down in nonseparable
models except in special cases, we consider the benefit of the assumption that
the distribution of the unobservable components εik conditional on the vector
(xi1� � � � � xiK) of explanatory variables for the members of group i is exchange-
able in the xi1� � � � � xiK .
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In the case of the SFD estimator exchangeability plus monotonicity in the
unobservable term of the function m for the outcome is enough to identify the
function m and the density f of the unobservable term, e� conditional on x,
in the model yik =m(xik� eik). With m and f one can estimate functions such
as β(xik), the local average response of y to xk. The LAR estimator recovers
β(xik) from estimation of Ex(yik|xik� zi). It does not require a monotonicity as-
sumption and thus is applicable to an extremely wide class of models, including
qualitative choice models. Exchangeability in the context of panel data means
that one can form a control vector zi from exchangeable (symmetric) functions
of (xi1� � � � � xiK). However, exchangeability alone does not restrict z enough
to identify Ex(yik|xik� zi) and β(xik) nonparametrically. The problem is that
xik|zi takes on only a finite number of values for a given zi when choice of zi is
only constrained by the exchangeability assumption. We discuss several addi-
tional restrictions that might be imposed, including restrictions on the number
of exchangeable functions of (xi1� � � � � xiK) that affect the unobservable distri-
bution in the model. We conjecture that in actual panel data applications with
exchangeability, conditioning on one or two zi functions capturing the loca-
tion of xi (such as the average of the elements of xi) and the dispersion of
the elements of xi (such as the variance) will be sufficient to eliminate most
of the relationship between the unobservable terms and xik. The other possi-
bility is to directly impose functional form restrictions on E(yik|xik� zi) or to
derive them from restrictions on m or f . In multivariate settings with typi-
cal sample sizes it is inevitable that one must interpolate across points when
estimating E(yik|xik� zi), so the practical significance of the failure of non-
parametric identification based on exchangeability alone is unclear. Further
theoretical research and Monte Carlo studies of this issue in the context of
real world data is needed.

Additional priorities for future research include a thorough Monte Carlo
analysis of both of the estimators. The results of a small scale Monte Carlo
study of the LAR estimator reported in Altonji and Matzkin (2001) are very
promising. As with any new econometric procedure, the greatest needs are for
practical experience with the estimators in applications and the development
of reliable algorithms and easy to use software to implement them.
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, AND 5.1

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1: For any function g(y�x� z) from R
1+L1+L2

to R� define the marginal functions g(x� z) = ∫
g(y�x� z)dy� g(y�x) =
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g(y�x� z)dz� and g(x) = ∫

g(x� z)dz� and the conditional functions
g(y|x�z) = g(y�x� z)/g(x� z)� g(y|x) = g(y�x)/g(x)� and g(z|x) = g(z�
x)/g(x)� whenever these functions exist� Let D′ denote the set of func-
tions g : R1+L1+L2 → R such that all the marginals and conditionals exist and∫
yg(y�x� z)dy , ∂g(x� z)/∂x� and

∫
y(∂g(y�x� z)/∂x)dy also exist. Let D de-

note the set of functions G : R1+L1+L2 → R such that for some g ∈ D′ and all
(y�x� z) ∈ R� G(y�x� z) = ∫ (y�x�z)

−∞ g(y ′�x′� z′)d(y ′�x′� z′)� (We use d(y ′�x′� z′)
as a shorthand for dy ′ dx′ dz′�) Define the norm ‖ · ‖ on D by

‖G‖ = max
k∈{0�1}

sup
(x�z)∈Θx�z

∥∥∥∥∂kg(x� z)∂xk

∥∥∥∥
+ max

k∈{0�1}
sup

(x�z)∈Θx�z

∥∥∥∥
∫
y
∂kg(y�x� z)

∂xk
dy

∥∥∥∥�
By Assumptions 3.1–3.4 and Lemma B.3 in Newey (1994)

‖F̂ − F‖ =Op
(
σs + (√

ln(N)/NσL1+L2+2
))
�(A.1)

Define the functionals γ(x; ·)� α(x� z; ·)� ς(x� z; ·;b)� and Λ(x; ·;b)� on D� by

γ(x;G)=
∫ ∫

ygx(y�x� z)dy

g(x)
dz�

α(x� z;G)= gx(x� z)
∫
yg(y�x� z)dy

g(x)
�

ς(x� z;G;b)= τ(g(x� z)�b)� and

Λ(x;G;b)= γ(x;G)−
∫
α(x�z;G)ς(x� z;G;b)dz�

where gx(y�x� z)and gx(x� z) denote, respectively, the gradient with respect
to x of the functions g(y�x� z) and g(x� z)� Then,

Λ(x; F̂;b)= β̂(x) and Λ(x;F;0)= β(x)�
By Assumption 3.2, f (x) > 0� Hence, there exist a constant 0 < c1 <∞ such
that for all H ∈D such that ‖H‖ is sufficiently small,

f (x)+ h(x) > c1f (x)�(A.2)

For all such H, we have that

γ(x;F +H)− γ(x;F)

=
∫ ∫

y(fx(y�x� z)+ hx(y�x� z))dy
f (x)+ h(x) dz−

∫ ∫
yfx(y�x� z)dy

f (x)
dz�
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Let

Dγ(x;F;H)

=
∫
(
∫
yhx(y�x� z)dy)f (x)− (∫ yfx(y�x� z)dy)h(x)

f (x)2
dz and

Rγ(x;F;H)

=
∫ [(∫

yfx(y�x� z)dy

)
h(x)−

(∫
yhx(y�x� z)dy

)
f (x)

]

×
[

h(x)

f (x)2(f (x)+ h(x))
]
dz�

Then

γ(x;F +H)− γ(x;F)=Dγ(x;F;H)+Rγ(x;F;H)�(A.3)

Define c2(x)= [f (x)−3 + f (x)−2][f (x)+ | ∫∫
yfx(y�x� z)dy dz|]� Then, by As-

sumption 3.2, c2(x) <∞� and by (A.2) and the definitions ofDγ and Rγ, there
exists a1 <∞ such that

|Dγ(x;F;H)| ≤ a1c2(x)‖H‖ and |Rγ(x;F;H)| ≤ a1c2(x)‖H‖2�(A.4)

By the definition of α,

α(x�z;F +H)− α(x�z;F)

= (fx(x� z)+ hx(x� z))
∫
y(f (y�x� z)+ h(y�x� z))dy

(f (x)+ h(x))

− fx(x� z)
∫
yf (y�x� z)dy

f (x)
�

Let

Dα(x�z;F;H)= C(h�x� z)

f (x)2
and

Rα(x�z;F;H)= −h(x)C(h�x� z)
f (x)2(f (x)+ h(x)) + hx(x� z)

∫
yh(y�x� z)dy

(f (x)+ h(x)) �

where

C(h�x� z)

= fx(x� z)f (x)
∫
yh(y�x� z)dy + hx(x� z)f (x)

∫
yf (y�x� z)dy

− fx(x� z)h(x)
∫
yf (y�x� z)dy�
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Then,

α(x�z;F +H)− α(x�z;F)=Dα(x�z;F;H)+Rα(x�z;F;H)�(A.5)

Define c3(x� z)= f (x)−2[|fx(x� z)|f (x)+ |E[ y|x�z]|f (x� z)f (x)+ |fx(x� z)×
E[ y|x�z]|f (x� z)] and c̃3(x� z) = f (x)−1[1 + c3(x� z)]. Then, by Assump-
tion 3.2, it follows that for any z, c3(x� z) <∞, c̃3(x� z) <∞,

∫
c̃3(x� z)dz <∞,

and that for (q�q′)= (0�1)� (2�2)

∫
|c3(x� z)|q′

f (x� z)−q dz <∞�(A.6)

By (A.2) and the definitions of Dα and Rα, there exists a2 <∞ such that for
each z,

|Dα(x�z;F;H)| ≤ a2c3(x� z)‖H‖ and(A.7)

|Rα(x�z;F;H)| ≤ a2c̃3(x� z)‖H‖2�

Hence, by (A.1), (A.2), (A.5)–(A.7), and Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4, it follows,
by Lemma B.1 in Appendix B, letting K̃ = L1 + 2� z1 = x� and z2 = z in that
lemma, that

∫
α(x�z; F̂)ς(x� z; F̂;b)dz p→

∫
α(x�z;F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz and(A.8)

√
NσL1+2(A.9)

×
(∫

α(x�z; F̂)ς(x� z; F̂;b)dz−
∫
α(x�z;F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz

)

= √
NσL1+2

∫
Dα(x�z;F; F̂ − F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz

− √
NσL1+2

∫
α(x�z;F)(f̂ (x� z)− f (x� z))

f (x� z)2
dz

+ op(1)�

It follows by (A.1), (A.3), (A.4), and Assumption 3.4, letting H = F̂ − F� that

γ(x; F̂) p→γ(x;F) and(A.10)
√
NσL1+2(γ(x; F̂)− γ(x;F))= √

NσL1+2Dγ(x;F; F̂ − F)+ op(1)�(A.11)
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By the definition of Λ, (A.8), and (A.10), β̂(x)−β(x) converges in probability
to 0. Define

DΛ(x;F�H)=
∫ ∫

(y −E(y|x�z))
f (x)

hx(y�x� z)dy dz(A.12)

−
∫ ∫ [

(y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)
f (x� z)f (x)

dy dz

+ Λ(x;F;0)
f (x)

]
h(y�x� z)dy dz�

It is easy to verify that

DΛ(x;F� F̂ − F)
= −

∫
Dα(x�z;F; F̂ − F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz

+
∫
α(x�z;F)(f̂ (x� z)− f (x� z))

f (x� z)2
dz+Dγ(x;F; F̂ − F)�

By (A.9), (A.11), and the definition of Λ, it then follows that

√
NσL1+2(β̂(x)−β(x))= √

NσL1+2(Λ(x; F̂;b)−Λ(x;F;0))

= √
NσL1+2DΛ(x;F� F̂ − F)+ op(1)�

Using Lemma 5.3 in Newey (1994), it follows that

√
NσL1+2

∫ ∫
(y −E(y|x�z))

f (x)
(f̂x(y�x� z)− fx(y�x� z))dy dz

d→N(0� V1)� where

V1 =
{∫ ∫

[ y −E(y|x�z)]2 f (y�x� z)

f (x)2
dy dz

}

×
{∫ (

∂Kx(x)

∂x

)(
∂Kx(x)

∂x

)′
dx

}
�

and that

√
NσL1+2

∫ ∫ [
(y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)

f (x� z) f (x)
− Λ(x;F;0)

f (x)

]

× (f̂ (y�x� z)− f (y�x� z))dy dz p→0�
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Hence,

√
NσL1+2(β̂(x)−β(x))= √

NσL1+2(Λ(x; F̂;b)−Λ(x;F;0))
d→N(0� Vβ̂(x))� where

Vβ̂(x) = V1

=
{∫

var(y|x�z)f (z|x)
f (x)

dz

}{∫ (
∂Kx(x)

∂x

)(
∂Kx(x)

∂x

)′
dx

}
�

By standard kernel results, it also follows that if x′ �= x′′� then
√
NσL1+2 ×

DΛ(x′;F� F̂ − F) and
√
NσL1+2DΛ(x′′;F� F̂ − F) have asymptotic covari-

ance 0 (see, e.g., the proof of the Lemma in Matzkin (2003)). Using arguments
as above, this implies that

√
NσL1+2(β̂(x′) − β(x′)) and

√
NσL1+2(β̂(x′′) −

β(x′′)) have asymptotic covariance 0� This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 3.1. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2: Define ‖ · ‖ and the functionals γ(x;G)�
Dγ(x;F;G)� Rγ(x;F;G)� α(x� z;G)� Dα(x�z;F;G)� Rα(x�z;F;G)� and
ς(x� z;G;b) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Define the functionals γ∗(·)�
α∗(x� z; ·)� and Λ∗� on D, by γ∗(G) = ∫

γ(x;G)w(x)dx, α∗(x� z;G) =
α(x�z;G)w(x), and

Λ∗(G;b)= γ∗(G)−
∫ ∫

α∗(x� z;G)ς(x� z;G;b)dz dx�(A.13)

Then, β̂ = Λ∗(F̂;b) and β(x) = Λ∗(F;0)� Define c∗
2 = ∫

c2(x)|w(x)|dx,
c∗

3(x� z) = c3(x� z)|w(x)|, and c̃∗
3(x� z) = c̃3(x� z)|w(x)|, where c2(x), c̃3(x� z),

and c3(x� z) are as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since, by Assump-
tion 3.5, f (x) is uniformly bounded away from zero on the closure of the set
{x|w(x) �= 0}� there exists a small enough ρ > 0 such that for all H ∈D with
‖H‖ ≤ ρ, and for a∗

1� a
∗
2 <∞

γ∗(F +H)− γ∗(F)=Dγ∗(F;H)+Rγ∗(F;H)� where(A.14)

Dγ∗(F;H)=
∫
Dγ(x;F;H)w(x)dx�

Rγ∗(F;H)=
∫
Rγ(x;F;H)w(x)dx�

|Dγ∗(F;H)| ≤ a∗
1c

∗
2‖H‖� and |Rγ∗(F;H)| ≤ a∗

1c
∗
2‖H‖2�(A.15)
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and

α∗(x� z;F +H)− α∗(x� z;F)
=Dα∗(x� z;F;H)+Rα∗(x� z;F;H)� where

Dα∗(x� z;F;H)=Dα(x�z;F;H)w(x)�
Rα∗(x� z;F;H)=Rα(x�z;F;H)w(x)�
|Dα∗(x� z;F;H)| ≤ a∗

2c
∗
3(x� z)‖H‖� and(A.16)

|Rα∗(x� z;F;H)| ≤ a∗
2c̃

∗
3(x� z)‖H‖2�

By Assumption 3.5, c∗
2 < ∞,

∫∫
c̃∗

3(x� z)dz dx < ∞, and for (q�q′) = (0�1)�
(2�2), ∫ ∫

|c∗
3(x� z)|q′

f (x� z)−q dz dx <∞�(A.17)

By (A.16), (A.17), Assumptions 3.5 and 3.6, and Lemma B.1, letting K̃ = 0�
α= α∗� z1 be a null vector, and z2 = (x� z) in that lemma, it follows that∣∣∣∣

∫ ∫
α∗(x� z; F̂)ς(x� z; F̂;b)dz dx(A.18)

−
∫ ∫

α∗(x� z;F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz dx
∣∣∣∣ p→0 and

√
N

(∫ ∫
α∗(x� z; F̂)ς(x� z; F̂;b)dz dx(A.19)

−
∫ ∫

α∗(x� z;F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz dx
)

= √
N

∫ ∫
Dα∗(x� z;F; F̂ − F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz dx

− √
N

∫ ∫
α∗(x� z;F)(f̂ (x� z)− f (x� z))

f (x� z)2
dz dx

+ op(1)�
LettingH = F̂ −F in (A.14) and (A.15), it follows by Assumptions 3.5 and 3.6,
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that

|γ∗(F̂)− γ∗(F)| p→0 and(A.20)
√
N(γ∗(F̂)− γ(F))= √

NDγ∗(F; F̂ − F)+ op(1)�(A.21)
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By the definition of Λ∗� (A.18) and (A.20), β̂−β converges in probability to 0�
Define

DΛ∗(F�H)=
∫ ∫ ∫

(y −E(y|x�z))
f (x)

w(x)hx(y�x� z)dy dz dx(A.22)

−
∫ ∫ ∫ [

(y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)
f (x� z)f (x)

+ Λ(x;F;0)
f (x)

]
×w(x)h(y�x� z)dy dz dx�

It is easy to verify that

DΛ∗(F� F̂ − F)
= −

∫ ∫
Dα∗(x� z;F; F̂ − F)ς(x� z;F;0)dz dx

+
∫ ∫

α∗(x� z;F)(f̂ (x� z)− f (x� z))
f (x� z)2

dz dx+Dγ∗(F; F̂ − F)�

By (A.19), (A.21), and the definition of Λ∗, it then follows that

√
N

(
β̂−β ) = √

N(Λ∗(F̂;b)−Λ∗(F;0))(A.23)

= √
NDΛ∗(F� F̂ − F)+ op(1)�

To determine the limiting distribution, note that

DΛ∗(F�H)= −
∫ ∫ ∫

∂

∂x

[
(y −E(y|x�z))

f (x)
w(x)

]
h(y�x� z)dy dz dx

−
∫ ∫ ∫ [

(y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)w(x)
f (x� z)f (x)

+ Λ(x;F;0)w(x)
f (x)

]
h(y�x� z)dy dz dx�

Let

∂a(y�x� z)

∂x
= −(y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)w(x)

f (x� z)f (x)
− Λ(x;F;0)w(x)

f (x)

and

b(y�x� z)=
[
(y −E(y|x�z))w(x)

f (x)

]
�
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Then,

DΛ∗(F� F̂ − F)= 1
N

N∑
i=1

(wa
i +wb

i − w̃a − w̃b)�

where

wa
i = 1

σL1+L2+1

∫
∂a(y�x� z)

∂x
Ky

(
yi − y
σ

)

×Kx

(
xi − x
σ

)
Kz

(
zi − z
σ

)
d(y�x� z)�

wb
i = (−1)

σL1+L2+2

∫
b(y�x� z)Ky

(
yi − y
σ

)

× ∂Kx

∂x

(
xi − x
σ

)
Kz

(
zi − z
σ

)
d(y�x� z)�

w̃a =
∫
∂a(y�x� z)

∂x
f (y�x� z)d(y�x� z)� and

w̃b =
∫
b(y�x� z)

∂f (y�x� z)

∂x
d(y�x� z)�

Under our assumptions

E[wa
i ] =

∫
∂a(y�x� z)

∂x
f (y�x� z)d(y�x� z)+O(σs)�

E[wb
i ] = −

∫
∂b(y�x� z)

∂x
f (y�x� z)d(y�x� z)+O(σs)�

The last expression follows by integration by parts. It follows by Lemma 5.2 in
Newey (1994) and the Central Limit theorem that

√
N(DΛ∗(F� F̂ − F))→N(0� V0) in distribution� where

V0 =E[ω ω′] and

ω= ∂

∂x

[
(y −E(y|x�z))w(x)

f (x)

]
+ β(x)w(x)

f (x)

+ (y −E(y|x�z))fx(x� z)w(x)
f (x� z)f (x)

�

Hence, by (A.22)
√
N(Λ∗(F̂)−Λ∗(F))→N(0� V0) in distribution.
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. Q.E.D.

POOF OF THEOREM 4.1: Assumption 4.4 implies that for any value x̃ of x�
there exist values z̃ ,̃z′ of z such that for any value ẽ of e�

Pr(e≤ ẽ|̃x� z̃)= Pr(e≤ ẽ|x� z̃′)�

Hence, by Assumption 4.2,

Pr
(
m(x̃� e)≤m(x̃� ẽ )|̃x� z̃) = Pr

(
m(x�e)≤m(x� ẽ )|x� z̃′) or

Pr(y ≤m(x̃� ẽ )|̃x� z̃)= Pr(y ≤m(x� ẽ )|x� z̃′)�

In other words,

Fy |̃x�̃z(m(x̃� ẽ ))= Fy|x�̃z′(m(x� ẽ ))
where Fy |̃x�̃z(·) is the CDF of y conditional on x= x̃ and z = z̃� and Fy|x�̃z′(·) is
the CDF of y conditional on x = x and z = z̃′� This fact and Assumption 4.3
imply that

Fy |̃x�̃z(m(x̃� ẽ ))= Fy|x�̃z′ (̃e )�
By Assumptions 4.2 and 4.5, Fy |̃x�̃z is strictly increasing. Hence, the above ex-
pression implies that

m(x̃� ẽ )= F−1
y |̃x�̃z(Fy|x�̃z′ (̃e ))�

This shows that the function m is identified. Next, since Fe|̃x(̃e ) =
Fy |̃x(m(x̃� ẽ ))�

Fe|̃x(̃e )= Fy |̃x
(
F−1
y |̃x�̃z(Fy|x�̃z′ (̃e ))

)
�

which shows that Fe|̃x(̃e ) is identified. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1: Let D̃ denote the set of functions g(y�x� z) from
R

1+L1+L2 to R such that the marginals and conditional functions of g exist.
Let D denote the set of functions, G� for which there exists g ∈ D̃ such that
G(y�x� z)= ∫ (y�x�z)

g(ty� tx� tz) dty dtx dtz� Define the norm ‖G‖ on D by

‖G‖ = sup
(y�x�z)∈Θy�x�z

|g(y�x� z)|�

By Assumptions 5.1–5.4 and Lemma B.3 in Newey (1994),

‖F̂ − F‖ =Op
(
σs + (√

ln(N)/Nσ1+L1+L2
))
�(A.23)
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Define the functional Φ(x�e; ·) on D by Φ(x�e;G)=G−1
y|x�z(Gy|x�z′(e))� where

G−1
y|x�z denotes an arbitrary element of the set G−1

y|x�z if G−1
y|x�z is not a singleton.

Let H ∈ D be such that ‖H‖ is small enough. Then, letting w = (x� z)� w̃ =
(x� z′)� and ẽ= e in the proof of Theorem 2 in Matzkin (2003), it follows that

Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F)=DΦ(x�e;F�H)+RΦ(x�e;F�H)�(A.24)

where

DΦ(x�e;F�H)= f (x� z)

f (x� z′)2f (Φ(x�e;F)�x� z)Ax̃(A.25)

+ f (x� z)

f (x� z)2f (Φ(x�e;F)�x� z)Ax�

Ax̃≡ f (x� z′)
∫ e

h(tm�x� z
′)dtm − h(x�z′)

∫ e

f (tm�x� z
′)dtm�

Ax≡ f (x� z)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(tm�x� z)dtm − h(x�z)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (tm�x� z)dtm�

and where for some 0< c1 <∞� and all (x� e) ∈ Θ̃x�e,

|DΦ(x�e;F�H)| ≤ c1‖H‖ and |RΦ(x�e;F�H)| ≤ c1‖H‖2�(A.26)

Let H = F̂ − F� Since by (A.23) and Assumption 5.4, ‖F̂ − F‖ → 0 in proba-
bility, the definition of Φ� (A.24), and (A.26) imply that

|m̂(x� e)−m(x�e)| p→0�

Using standard kernel method arguments, such as in Newey (1994, Lemma 5.3)
it is easy to show that, under our assumptions

√
NσL1+L2(DΦ(x�e;F� F̂ − F)) d→N(0� Vm)� where

Vm =
{∫ ∫

[Kx(x)Kz(x)]2 dxdz

}[
1

fy|x�z(m(x�e))

]2

L(x�z� z′� e)�

and that, since σ → 0 and K vanishes outside a compact set, for any distinct
vectors x′ and x′′ such that x′ �= x� x′′ �= x� (z′)′ �= (z′′)′, and (x′� e)� (x′′� e) ∈
Θ̃x�e� the asymptotic covariance between

√
NσL1+L2(DΦ(x′� e;F� F̂ − F)) and√

NσL1+L2(DΦ(x′′� e;F� F̂ − F)) is zero. Since by (A.23), Assumption 5.4,
and (A.26),

√
NσL1+L2(RΦ(x�e;F� F̂ − F))

p→0, the results about the limit-
ing distribution of m̂ follow.
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To show the asymptotic properties about F̂e|x, define the functionalΠ(G) by
Π(G)= Fy|x(Φ(x�e;G))� whereΦ(x�e;G) is as defined above. Then,Π(F)=
Fe|x(e)� Π(F̂)= F̂e|x(e)� and

Π(F +H)−Π(F)

=
∫ Φ(x�e;F+H)

f (y ′�x)dy ′ + ∫ Φ(x�e;F+H)
h(y ′�x)dy ′

f (x)+ h(x)

−
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy ′

f (x)
�

By Taylor’s theorem, there exist real numbers b2� b3� b4, and b5 such that∫ Φ(x�e;F+H)
f (y ′�x)dy ′

=
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy ′

+ f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))+ b2 and∫ Φ(x�e;F+H)
h(y ′�x)dy ′

=
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(y ′�x)dy ′

+ h(Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))+ b3� where

|b2| ≤ b4‖Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F)‖2 and

|b3| ≤ b5‖Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F)‖2�

Hence, using (A.24),

Π(F +H)−Π(F)
=

[
f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)(DΦ(x�e;F�H)+RΦ(x�e;F�H))

+ b2 +
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(y ′�x)dy ′
]/
f (x)

+ h(Φ(x�e;F)�x)(DΦ(x�e;F�H)+RΦ(x�e;F�H))+ b3

f (x)

− h(x)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy ′

f (x)2
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+
[
f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))

+ b3 +
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(y ′�x)dy ′
]
f (x)C(h�x)

+ [
h(Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))+ b2

]
× f (x)C(h�x)

− h(x)C(h�x)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy ′�

where

C(h�x)= 1
f (x)(f (x)+ h(x)) − 1

f (x)2
�

Let

DΠ(F�H)(A.27)

=
[
f (x)f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)DΦ(x�e;F�H)

+ f (x)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(y ′�x)dy ′ − h(x)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy
]/
f (x)2

and

RΠ(F�H)

= [
f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)RΦ(x�e;F�H)+ b2

+ h(Φ(x�e;F)�x)(DΦ(x�e;F�H)+RΦ(x�e;F�H))
+ b3

]
/f (x)

− h(x)
[
f (Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))

+ b2 +
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

h(y ′�x)dy ′
]/(

f (x)(f (x)+ h(x)))
− h(x)

[
f (x)h(Φ(x�e;F)�x)(Φ(x�e;F +H)−Φ(x�e;F))

+ f (x)b3 − h(x)
∫ Φ(x�e;F)

f (y ′�x)dy
]

× (
f (x)2(f (x)+ h(x)))−1

�
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By (A.26) and the definition of ‖ · ‖, it follows that there exists 0 < b6 < ∞
such that |DΠ(F�H)| ≤ b6‖H‖ and |RΠ(F�H)| ≤ b6‖H‖2� Since by (A.23)
and Assumption 5.4, ‖F̂ − F‖ → 0 in probability,

|F̂e|x(e)− Fe|x(e)|
= |Π(F̂)−Π(F)|
≤ |DΠ(F� F̂ − F)| + |RΠ(F� F̂ − F)|
≤ b5‖F̂ − F‖ + b5‖F̂ − F‖2 → 0 in probability.

Substituting (A.25) into (A.27), it follows that

DΠ(F�H)=DΠ1(F�H)+DΠ2(F�H)�

where

DΠ1(F�H)

= f (m(x�e)�x)

fy|x�z(m(x�e))f (x)

∫ [1(tm ≤ e)− Fy|x�z′(e)]
f (x� z′)

h(tm�x� z
′)dtm

− f (m(x�e)�x)

fy|x�z(m(x�e))f (x)

×
∫ [1(tm ≤m(x�e))− Fy|x�z(m(x�e))]

f (x� z)
h(tm�x� z)dtm

and

DΠ2(F�H)= 1
f (x)

∫
1[tm ≤m(x�e)]h(tm�x� z)dtm dz

−
∫ m(x�e)

f (y ′�x)dy
f (x)2

∫
h(tm�x� z)dtm dz�

Let h= f̂ − f . By Assumptions 5.1–5.4 and standard kernel arguments, it fol-
lows that

√
NσL1+L2DΠ1(F� F̂ − F)→N(0� VF) in distribution�

where

VF =
{∫ ∫

[Kx(x̃)Kz(̃z)]2 dx̃dz̃

}[
fy|x(m(x�e))
fy|x�z(m(x�e))

]2

L(x�z� z′� e)
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and

L(x�z� z′� e)

=
∫ [

1(tm < e)

f (x� z′)
− Fy|x�z′(e)
f (x� z′)

]2

f (tm�x� z
′)dtm

+
∫ [

1(tm <m(x�e))

f (x� z)
− Fy|x�z(m(x�e))

f (x� z)

]2

f (tm�x� z)dtm

= 1
f (x� z′)

Fy|x�z′(e)(1 − Fy|x�z′(e))

+ 1
f (x� z)

Fy|x�z(m(x�e))
(
1 − Fy|x�z(m(x�e))

)
�

while
√
NσL1+L2DΠ2(F� F̂ − F)→ 0 in probability�

By Assumption 5.4, (A.23), and the result that |RΠ(F�H)| ≤ b6‖H‖2� it fol-
lows that

√
NσL1+L2RΠ(F� F̂ − F)→ 0 in probability. Hence,

√
NσL1+L2(F̂e|x(e)− Fe|x(e))
= √

NσL1+L2(Π(F̂)−Π(F)) d→N(0� VF)�

Suppose that different values x′ and x′′ of x are such that x′ �= x, x′′ �= x,
and (z′)′ �= (z′′)′, then

√
NσL1+L2DΠ1(x

′;F� F̂ −F) and
√
NσL1+L2DΠ1(x

′′;F�
F̂ − F) have asymptotic covariance equal to zero, as can be easily verified us-
ing the assumption that σ → 0 and that K vanishes outside a compact set.
It then follows from the above results that

√
NσL1+L2(F̂e|x′(e)− Fe|x′(e)) and√

NσL1+L2(F̂e|x′′(e) − Fe|x′′(e)) have asymptotic covariance equal to 0� This
completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.

APPENDIX B: TRIMMING

Let D denote a set of functions. Let ‖ · ‖ denote a metric on D such
that for any G ∈D� sup(x�z)∈Θx�z |g(x� z)| ≤ ‖G‖� Partition the vector (x� z) as
(x� z) = (z1� z2)� Following the trimming function used in Ai (1997), define
τ : R × R++ → R+ by

τ(t� b)=




1/t if t ≥ 2b�[ 49(t−b)3
b4 − 76(t−b)4

b5 + 31(t−b)5
b6

]/
8 if b≤ t < 2b�

0 if t < b�
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Define, the functional ς(z1� z2;G;b)� for G ∈D� b > 0� and any (z1� z2)� by

ς(z1� z2;G;b)= τ(g(z1� z2)�b)

and define ς(z1� z2;G;b) for G = F� b = 0� and any (z1� z2) such that
f (z1� z2) > 0� by ς(z1� z2;F;0) = [f (z1� z2)]−1. Let α(z1� z2;G) denote, for
each (z1� z2), another functional, defined on G ∈ D� Define the functional
Π(z1;G;b)� for G ∈D and b > 0� by

Π(z1;G;b)=
∫
α(z1� z2;G)ς(z1� z2;G;b)dz2�

For G = F and b = 0� define Π(z1;F;0) by Π(z1;F;0) = ∫
α(z1� z2;F) ×

ς(z1� z2;F;0)dz2� We will make use of the following assumptions:

ASSUMPTION B.1: The density f (z1� z2) is everywhere differentiable, supz2
|f (z1�

z2)|<∞,
∫ |α(z1� z2;F)|dz2 <∞, and

∫ |α(z1� z2;F)f (z1� z2)
−2|2 dz2 <∞.

ASSUMPTION B.2: For each (z1� z2)� there exists a linear functional,Dα(z1� z2;
F�H)� and a remainder functional, Rα(z1� z2;F�H)� such that

for each H ∈D�(B.2.a)

α(z1� z2;F +H)− α(z1� z2;F)
=Dα(z1� z2;F�H)+Rα(z1� z2;F�H)�

for some a(z1� z2) > 0� d(z1� z2) > 0�(B.2.b) ∫
a(z1� z2)dz2 <∞�

∫
d(z1� z2)dz2 <∞�∫

|a(z1� z2)f (z1� z2)
−1|2 dz2 <∞�

and for all H ∈D such that ‖H‖ is sufficiently small,

|Dα(z1� z2;F�H)| ≤ a(z1� z2)‖H‖ and

|Rα(z1� z2;F�H)| ≤ d(z1� z2)‖H‖2�

ASSUMPTION B.3: b → 0� b−2‖F̂ − F‖ → 0� and for some K̃ > 0�√
NσK̃ → ∞� b−3

√
NσK̃‖F̂ − F‖2 → 0,

√
NσK̃

∫
1[0 < f(z1� z2) < 2b] ×

|α(z1� z2)|f (z1� z2)
−1 dz2 → 0, and

√
NσK̃‖F̂ − F‖[∫ 1[0 < f(z1� z2) <

2b]dz2]1/2 → 0.
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LEMMA B.1: Suppose that Assumptions B.1–B.3 are satisfied. Then

Π(F̂;b)→Π(F;0) in probability(i)

and √
NσK̃(Π(F̂;b)−Π(F;0))(ii)

=
√
NσK̃

∫
Dα(z1� z2; F̂ − F)ς(z1� z2;F;0)dz2

−
√
NσK̃

∫
α(z1� z2;F)(f̂ (z1� z2)− f (z1� z2))

f (z1� z2)2
dz2

+ op(1)�
PROOF: By the definition and differentiability of ς� it follows that for b > 0

and any H such that (F +H) ∈D,

ς(z1� z2;F +H;b)− ς(z1� z2;F;b)
= τ(f (z1� z2)+ h(z1� z2)�b)− τ(f (z1� z2)�b)

= τt(f (z1� z2)�b)h(z1� z2)+ τtt(f̃ � b)[h(z1� z2)]2(1/2)�

where f̃ is between f (z1� z2) and f (z1� z2)+ h(z1� z2)� Let

Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)= τt(f (z1� z2)�b)h(z1� z2)

and

Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b)= τtt(f1� b)[h(z1� z2)]2(1/2)�

then

ς(z1� z2;F +H;b)− ς(z1� z2;F;b)(B.1)

=Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b)�
Since, for any fixed b > 0� bτ(t� b)� b2τt(t� b), and b3τtt(t� b) are uniformly
bounded, it follows that for some 0< c1 <∞,

sup
z2

|ς(z1� z2;F;H;b)| ≤ c1

b
�(B.2)

sup
z2

|Dς(z1� z2;F;H;b)| ≤ c1‖H‖
b2

� and

sup
z2

|Rς(z1� z2;F;H;b)| ≤ c1‖H‖2

b3
�
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Define

�bς(z1� z2;F;b)= ς(z1� z2;F;b)− ς(z1� z2;F;0)�(B.3)

For any H� define Dς(z1� z2;F;H;0) by

Dς(z1� z2;F;H;0)= −[f (z1� z2)]−2h(z1� z2) and

�bDς(z1� z2;F;H;b)=Dς(z1� z2;F;H;b)−Dς(z1� z2;F;H;0)�

Then, there exists 0< c2 <∞ such that if f (z1� z2)≥ 2b� �bς(z1� z2;F;b)= 0
and �bDς(z1� z2;F;H;b)= 0; and otherwise

|�bς(z1� z2;F;b)| ≤ c2

f (z1� z2)
(B.4)

and

|�bDς(z1� z2;F;H;b)| ≤ c2‖H‖
[f (z1� z2)]2

�(B.5)

By Assumption B.2.a and by (B.1) and (B.3), for any H ∈D,

Π(F +H;b)−Π(F;0)

= [Π(F +H;b)−Π(F;b)] + [Π(F;b)−Π(F;0)]
=

∫
α(z1� z2;F +H)ς(z1� z2;F +H;b)dz2

−
∫
α(z1� z2;F)ς(z1� z2;F;0)dz2

=
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)ς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

+
∫
α(z1� z2;F)Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

+
∫
α(z1� z2;F)�bς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

+
∫
α(z1� z2;F)Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

+
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)

× (
Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2
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+
∫
Rα(z1� z2;F�H)

× (
ς(z1� z2;F;b)+Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)
+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2�

Let

DΠ(F�H;b)=
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)ς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

+
∫
α(z1� z2;F)Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

and

RΠ(F�H;b)
=

∫
α(z1� z2;F)�bς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

+
∫
α(z1� z2;F)Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

+
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)

× (
Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2

+
∫
Rα(z1� z2;F�H)

× (
ς(z1� z2;F;b)+Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)
+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2�

Then

Π(F +H;b)−Π(F;0)=DΠ(F�H;b)+RΠ(F�H;b)�(B.6)

By Assumptions B.1 and B.2.b and by (B.2) and (B.4), it follows that for some
0< c3 <∞,∣∣∣∣

∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)ς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ c3‖H‖
b

�

∣∣∣∣
∫
α(z1� z2;F)Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ c3‖H‖
b2

�
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∫
α(z1� z2;F)�bς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣
≤ c3

∫
1[0< f(z1� z2) < 2b] |α(z1� z2;F)|

f (z1� z2)
dz2∣∣∣∣

∫
α(z1� z2;F)Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ c3‖H‖2

b3
�

∣∣∣∣
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F�H)

(
Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2

∣∣∣∣
≤ c3(‖H‖2b+ ‖H‖3)

b3
�

and ∣∣∣∣
∫
Rα(z1� z2;F�H)

× (
ς(z1� z2;F;b)+Dς(z1� z2;F�H;b)+Rς(z1� z2;F�H;b))dz2

∣∣∣∣
≤ c3

b3
(‖H‖2b2 + ‖H‖3b+ ‖H‖4)�

Hence, letting H = F̂ − F� it follows from these inequalities, (B.6), and As-
sumption B.3 that

Π(F̂;b) p→Π(F;0)�

Next, to show (ii), we note that by Assumption B.3 and the above inequalities,

√
NσK̃(Π(F̂;b)−Π(F;0))

=
√
NσK̃

∫
Dα(z1� z2;F; F̂ − F)ς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

+
√
NσK̃

∫
α(z1� z2;F)Dς(z1� z2;F; F̂ − F;b)dz2

+ op(1)�

To obtain the desired result, it then only remains to show that

√
NσK̃

∫
Dα(z1� z2;F; F̂ − F)�bς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

p→0(B.7)
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and √
NσK̃

∫
α(z1� z2;F)�bDς(z1� z2;F; F̂ − F;b)dz2

p→0�(B.8)

By (B.4), (B.5), and Assumption B.2.b, it follows that there exists 0< c4 <∞
such that

√
NσK̃

∣∣∣∣
∫
Dα(z1� z2;F� F̂ − F)�bς(z1� z2;F;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣
≤

√
NσK̃c4‖F̂ − F‖

∫
1[0< f(z1� z2) < 2b]a(z1� z2)

f (z1� z2)
dz2

≤
√
NσK̃c4‖F̂ − F‖

×
[∫

1[0< f(z1� z2) < 2b]dz2

]1/2[∫ ∣∣∣∣a(z1� z2)

f (z1� z2)

∣∣∣∣
2

dz2

]1/2

and

√
NσK̃

∣∣∣∣
∫
α(z1� z2;F)�bDς(z1� z2;F� F̂ − F;b)dz2

∣∣∣∣
≤

√
NσK̃c4‖F̂ − F‖

∫
1[0< f(z1� z2) < 2b] |α(z1� z2;F)|

f (z1� z2)2
dz2

≤
√
NσK̃c4‖F̂ − F‖

×
[∫

1[0< f(z1� z2) < 2b]dz2

]1/2[∫ ∣∣∣∣α(z1� z2;F)
f (z1� z2)2

∣∣∣∣
2

dz2

]1/2

�

Hence, (B.7) and (B.8) follow by Assumptions B.1–B.3. This completes the
proof of Lemma B.1. Q.E.D.
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